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Volume 91 No 273
The Murray-Ledger Times
In Our 97th Year Murray Ky., Tuesday Afternoon November 16. 1916 '1,"Per'CoPY
SCHOLARSHIP BENEFACTORS — Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn of Murray are chatting with three graduate
students in speech and hearing at Murray State University who have been-awarded workships for the spring
semester. The workships are made possible partially through contributions made by Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn. The
workship recipients are: (from right to left) Linda Diane Davis, Fairfield, Ill.; Cynthia Gale Groves, Franklin; Connie
Gail Buckley, Grand Rivers. They will be working in the Speech and Hearing Clinic on campus.
Funds Rurning Short in
County Road Department
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
-. The Callo*ay County 'Fiscal Court
l&rned today that funds are running
critiCa41y short in the county road fund,
due to heavy work on local projects for
the last fotUjnonths. .
County TreaSurer Sue Outland told
•-t e.the magistrates oday that they have
been spending mo on road work at
the rate of $70,000 
perin 
onth, compared
with an average :of $39,0) per month
last year. _ \ '
County Judge Robert 0. Miler told
the, magistrates that pome perftpel
will have to be laid off during the wither
months, and the road department will
have to cut expenditures to about
Mostly Sunny, -
Mostly sunny and a little warmer
today with high in,the low 50s. Clear and
not as cold tonight with low in the mid
305. Partly sunny and warmer Wed-
nesday with highs in the mid to upper
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Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners has
gone on record as favoring construct lot)
of a medical office building on the
hospital ground.;
That action was, taken Monday af-
ternoon at a meeting of the Ward. The
Motion, made by County Judge Robert
0. Miller, also included a provision that
Drexel Tolan Associations of Memphis,
whose specialties include doctors'
office buildings, be invited to the board
meeting this Thursday to consult with
the board on a specific proposal to the
medical community.
,..,The board met in special session
Monday to consider the medical office
building, which has been discussed for
several months. The project had been
all but abandoned until a devastating
fire -destroyed the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic recently.
$22,000 per month in order to stay
within the budget.
Miller told the magistrates that
"Nobody iS saying the money has been
wasted, we're just saying that it's all
gone for a .while." Salarie" are now
costing the road fund $17,000 per month;
which would leave little for materials if
the 622,000 figure is maintained.
Magistrate Torruny Bogard com-
mented that the Holland Bridge north of
Murray has taken about as much
concrete as was used in the entire
county last year. Several other large
projects have been completed by the
county in the last four months.
Judge Miller suggested to the
gistrates that all current projects be
fin'Ised, but that no new roads or other
proje be started until spring. "We'll
just tak care of emergency work this
winter," hèid.
"We knew s was coming," said
Squire Gil Hops "but we wanted to
spend the money w e the weather was
good and we coul et something
done."
A motion was approved b the pouf t
to amend the 1976-77 budge o -add
$80,000 to the road fund and se ral
other areas. That action is routin
conducted each year.
The treasurer was authorized to pay
_$21,712 for materials for the ',county
road barn, which will be delivered
Friday. -Also approved was an ex-
penditure of up to half of a $300 bill for
poison for a rodent control program
being undertaken by the local health
department. The city is expected to
approve the other half of the bill.
Also approved was a tempbrary
increase in ambulance rates by. the
Mercy Ambulance Service here. A
Three Sections — 44 Pages
84,000 New Jobs Estimated In Region By 2000
Tenn-Tom Predicted To
Create 21,000 New Jobs
• • Normal growth is expected to create
63,000 new jobs in the West Kentucky
area and the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway is expected to cause an -
additional employment of 21,000
making a total of 84,000 new jobs in the
local region by the year 2000.
That information was revealed in a
report given to the Purchase-Pennyrile
District ,Agency Committee at its
quarterly meeting held Monday at
Kenbar liih near Kentucky Dam.
letter from that firm told the court that
vehicle insurance and workmen's
compensation insurance rates have
_risen drastically since the last contract
was approved with the city and county.
The Murray City Council has already
approved the $5 increase in the base
rates for convalescent and emergency
service, and the fiscal court apprifved
as well today.
The court agreed that at the end
the fiscal year, the rates will be
reviewed again, and further action
taken if necessary.
Hospital bonds in the amount of
$17,000, and coupons in the amount of
$5,277 were reported paid off and or-
dered burned by the jailer.
Also approved was a resolution. and
mutual aid agreement for a.disaster aid _
plan proposed by the Purchase Area
Development District to coordinate
efforts in the eight county region.
New Column
Debuts Today
A new column entitled "The Editor's
Notebook" is debuting today on the
inion Page ( page four) of The
Murray Ledger &Times.
The column, written by Murray
Ledger & Times Editor Gene McCut-
cheon, will feature many things in-
cluding short news items, comments
and opinions on local as well as world
happenings, bits of philosophy and an
occasional humorous story.
The column will appear four to five
times each week on the daily Opinion
Page of this newspaper.
Board Favors
Office Building
Board chairman Jim Garrison began
the discussion Monday with a
statement that cited his.....easons for
recommending that "we consider today
the construction of a Doctors' Office
Building adjacent to and -iii-eooneetiert -
with the hospital building to be
operated by the hospital or a branch
thereof and leased to medical doctors
engaged in the practice of medicine in
Murray."
The main point of contention between
the hospital board and the members of
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic at this
point appears to be operation of a
laboratory. It appeared .to be the
concensus of most of the hoard that the
delegation of the option to operate the
-labiohoukt-be left to' the Tolan firm to
determine.
The board also felt that com-
mitments, should be obtained from
those local physicians new practicing in
Murray who would like to lease space in
the building. The board felt that I.
should construct a . medical office
building that would accorrurfodate all
,those who commit themselves, with an
'additional six to ten offices available
for--new physicians.
Chairman Garrison pointed out_that
whether or not the members of the
clinic operation elect to lease spare in
the new, building the board is..
"definitely' not trying to recruit doctors
away from the clinie: We're just trying
to have available spa to attract new
physicians that we are going to need in
the future. It's up to them to join the
clinic if they want to, we just want to
have the space available if they do want
to practice solo."
Hospital administrator Stuart Postian
pointed out that the representatives of
Drexel Tolan may not be able to attend
the Thursday meeting on such short
notice, however, he was instructed ti)
set up a meeting at their convenience if





An open house, to which the public is
invited, has been scheduled at the -
Early Childhood Center at' Murray
State University for Monday, Nov. 22,
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., according to Dr.
Charles May, chairman of the
Department of Child Studies.
The purpose of the open house, Dr.
May said, is-to share the university's
proposed child studies program and the
facilities with .• parents and other in-
terested indiViduals. The center is
located in 'thesouth wing of the former
University School.
The center's program includes
morning and afternoon sessions of
kindergarten for youngsters three and
four years of age. Also housed there is
-the Murray Pre-School Cooperative, of
which Mrs. Sara Hussung is in charge.
Other facilities include a krceptual-
motor section room with climbing
equipment, , balance beams and other
physical activity • apparatus, and
university-level • academic classroom' -
for childhood studies.
Serving as hostesse,5_411 be: Mrs.
Betty Gore and Miss Vanda Gibson, the
kindergarten teachers; . Mrs. June
Smith, an associate professor in the
department; Miss Ann Carr, director of
the Ruby' Simpson Child Development





Three shooting incidents were
reported to local authorities last night.
At about seven p. ni„ a shotgun blast
struck a portion of the blue lights on
Kentucky State Trooper Charles
Stephenson's cruiser. The blast con-
tinued through the front window of the
,home, but no one was injured.
The front and rear windows were shot
out of a car (Aimed by Kathy Kelly, also
by shotgun blast. In the- third incident,
several street lights were shot out in the
Penny Community. That- incident .was
investigated by county authorities.
Darlene Berets, administrative
assistant for the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Authority told
the group that a recent study projects
that natural growth will increase the
population of the area by 55,000 by the
year 2000.
"While almost 15,000 people left
southwest Kentucky during the past 20
years," Mrs. Bards said, "more than
50,000 will be moving to the area by the'
year 2000". 
.Using the figures projected by the
study natural growth and net 'in-
migration 'will result' in a population
increase of 105,000 by the 4end of the
century.
"But that isn't all," Mrs. Barels
added. "The impact ,of Tennessee-
Tombigbee and ,its shorter route to thg
ail and other southeastern .markets
creates an even greater attraction to
industry. The study_ projects that an
additional 43,000 people will come to
southwest Kentucky by the year 2000."
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crease for the region will be a whopping
i
The Tennessee-Tombigbee*Waterway
is a project that will connect the
Tombigbee River in Alabama and
Mississippi-with the Tennessee River.
The project is 253 miles long and will
provide a direct connection from the
Midwest to the southeastern Gulf
through the port of Mobile. It will also
tie together 12 river systems in middle
America and link them, -to the





, The commanding general of the 100th
Army Reserve, Training Division, 'Maj.
Gen. Charles Beach Jr., will Visit Arrhy
Reserve units in five western Kentucky
cities Sunday ( Nov. 21).
The units, all in the division'l Second
Brigade with headquarters. in Owen-
sboro,. are 'in Paducah, Clinton,
Mayfield,' Murray, and OWensboro.
The commanding general will be
accornRanied by the assistant division
commander, Col. Zack Saufley, and the
Second Brigade commander, Col.
Charles Craf ton of Owensboro.
The officers are scheduled at depart
from Owensboro by plane at 8 a. in. and
return to Owensboro at 3:15 p. m. after
stopovers at the other four Reserve
centers.
The one-day 'Our marks the first time
that Maj. Gen. Beach, a native .of
Beat tyville, has visited' the western'
Kentucky units since he became the
commander of the 100th Division last
April.
A, visit to the other units in the Second
Brigade is scheduled for later in the
fiscal year.
The waterway will make Paducah 389
miles closer to the Gulf at Mobile, Mrs.
Barels told the group. Paducah will
even be 65 miles closer to New Orleans
via this "shortcut to progress," she
added.
"A recently completed study . . .
shows that the waterway will begin
operations with 28 million tons of
commerce," Mrs. Barels added,
-that's almost as much as the entire
Tennessee River carried last year. But
tonnage will grow to 44 million tons
within about five years."
The study determined that the
primary impact area of Tenn-Tom will
consist of 165 counties in parts of
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi and
Kentucky.
"More imp%tantly," Mrs. Berets
reported, "the Rebtucky impact area is
about a dozen counties in southwest
Kentucky — principally the Paducah,
Mayfield, Murray area."
In the overall area of the waterway,„
.the study projects that employment will
increase by 1.6 million compared to a
gain of 853,000 during the past 25 years.
Total personal income will increase
from $26 billion in 1973 to $82 billion in
2000 tin constant 1973 dollars), the'
report said.
The southwest Kentucky area was the
only 'study area with a decline in






Dr. Charles McArthur of Paducah,
executive director of the Community
Mental Health Centers of Western
Kentucky, has been recognized as the;
Outstanding Psychologist of the Year
by the Western Kentucky Psychological
Association t WK PA ) - -
His selection was announced during
the—recent annual meeting of the
organization at Murray State
University. • '
• Dr. Frank Kodman, professor of
psychology at Murray State and-
president of the WKPA,' said McArthur
was chosen to receive the honor on the
basis of his achievements in the field of
mental -health. He adda---- Abe -----
system of community mental health
centers headed by McArthur is
. nationally known for its effectiveness.
Kodman, who delivered an address
entitled "Dyslexia and Hyperkinesis"
at the meeting, was reelected president
of the organization. Other officers, also
reeleLted, -are Jack Runyon of the
Mayfield Mental Health Center, vice-
president, and Dr. Mary Valentine,
adjunct instructor of special education
at Murray State, secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Frank Julian, vice-presidentt for
student- development al Murray State,
opened the meeting with welcoming
remarks in behalf of the host school. .
MCARTHUR HONORED—Dr. Charles McArthur (center) of Paducah, executive director of the Community Mental
Health Centers of Western Kentucky, is presented a plaque upon the announcement of 
his selection as the Out-
)14
glanding Psychologist of-the Year by the Western Kentucky Psychological Association (WKPA). Making the presen-
tation is Dr. Frank Kodman, president of WKPA and ofessor of psychology at Murray State University, which was
.the host for the meeting. Others shown (from left) ar . ack Runyon of the Mayfield Mental Health Center, elected,
vice-president Dr: Frank Julian, Vice-president for student development at Murray State, who welcomed the grow)
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Lord Will Forgive
If You Leave Him
By Abigail Van Buren
'1 1976 by Chicago intruns N Y Neyn Sy
nd 1114C
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have raised 14 children,
eight daughters and six sons, here in the coal fields of the
Southeast. All were raised in the church. (My husband
teaches a Bible class.)
Seven years ago one of my daughters, then 15, became
pregnant. I couldn't believe it and was heartbroken. My
husband insisted that she be sent away, and her baby left
wherever it was born. I defied him, saw my daughter
through the li,irth and am now raising her little boy. My
once tenderhearted, precious daughter- has become a
lesbian and has fallen into the use of alcohol and drugs.
Six weeks ago she revealed to me that her own father
is the baby's father. too! I aAsoiearned that he had molested
our other daughters as they were growing up. No one
would tell me, but immediately after high school graduation
they would leave home to work. Now I krrow why!
For the first time in my life, prayer has not brought me
the wisdom I need now. I am 58, a diabetic, ailing physically
a;nd longing for peace of mind. My 60-year-old husband
repels me. 'Would you leave him or endure till death
separates you? Please help me.
CRUSHED
DEAR CRUSHED: If ever • mother of 14 children
deserved their understanding and help, you do. They can
help make life bearable again. Go to them.
Your husband is a very sick man, and unless he goes for
treatment and recovers completely I which I doubt-he willl,
the Lord will forgive you for not being a wife to him.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is an ordained minister who
doesn't charge a fee to officiate at weddings for families in
his congregation.
Last summer he performed six ceremonies. They were
all lovely church affairs followed by receptions and dinners,
and the night before, there were rehearsal dinners. Abliy,
my husband and I never got one invitation to any of thee
festivities!
One bride's mother said to my husband after the cere
Mony. "Oh. please stay for the reception and dinner, and
phone your wife and tell her; to come over right away?"
(He politely declined.)
Another bride told him, "We didn't invite you and your
wife to our wedding reception because we figured you'd be
too busy to come."'
The other four brides didn't even ask my husband to
stay after the ceremony, but one saw him on the street a
few months later and said. "How come you didn't stay for
the dinner? We had a place set for you!"
My husband's brother is a minister in Illinois, and he and
his wife are invited to all the affairs related to the wedding.
And he is paid a fee. too. What's the matter with the people
in California, Abby?
LEFT OUT
DEAR LEFT: Californikis a large state. Pinpoint the
place, and I'll give them the needle.
DEAR ABBY: To those who write you about problems
with relatives. may I submit what I call Einstein's Second
or Revised Law on Relativity: Your chances of getting
along with your relatives increases directly in proportion
with the distance you keep away from them.
FULLERTON FAN
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,






Mr. and Mrs. Norville S. Cole and Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Miller, all of Murray, announce the engagenient and ap-
prooching marriage of their children, Donna Louise Cole and
Robert Gregg Miller.
The bride-eleot attended Murray State University. She is the
granddaughter of A. J. Hughes of .Paducah and the late
Mildred Frances Hughes, and Mrs. drildie C. Cole of Murray
and the late Vernon and Ruby Cole.
The groom-elect is presently self-employed, He is the gran-
dson of Mr. and Mrs. Vogal Outland of Murray and the late
Finis Weatherford, and Mrs. Dallas Miller of Murray and the
late Elmer Miller. Mrs. Eva Provine is his maternal great
grandmother.
An early January wedding is being planned. •
Of Interest 70
Senior Citizens
Golden Age Club Holds
Luncheon At Church
The Golden Age Club held
its regular monthly luncheon
on Friday, November 5, at
twelve noon in the social-hall
of the First United Methridist
Church. A potluck luncheon
was served.
The tables were centered
with arrangements of flowers
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Mears. Dr. James Fisher gave
the invocation. Mrs. Mary
Gertzen, president, presided,
and gave a history of
Thanksgiving. Poems were
read by Mrs. Hildred Sharpe.
Plans for the next meeting
to be held the second Friday,
December 10, at twelve noon
at the church social hall were
made. "A Trip Around The
World- will be the theme of
the program to be given by Dr.
and Mrs. San Hendrickson.
In charge of the December
meeting will be Sadie Harrell,
Floy Caldwell, Robbie
Harrison, Calista Clanton, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Horton,
and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Hunt.
Golden Agers enjoyed a
costume Halloween party.,on
October 21 at the Ellis Center
with refreshments being
served followed by card
games.
Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. C. McLemore, Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Burgoyne,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Mears, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Iseminger, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Pierkarski,







Birdie Parker, Artis Fuqua,
Lillie Outland, Alice Bates,
Frances Beach, Naoma Sch-
walm, Mina Waters, Ruth
Chambers, Mary Louise
Baker, Hildred Sharpe, Katie
Overcast, Ola Bailey, Sadie
Harrell, Floy Caldwell,
Eunice Shekel', and Modena
Butterworth, members.
Visitors were Christine
Thurman, Autrey Lange, Dr.
and Mrs. James Fisher, and





November 10, at 9:30 a. m. at
the home of Wilma Beatty.
Lessons were given on
"Crock Pot Cookery" by
Regina Baggett and "Sand
Sculpture" by Joanna Adams.
Nine members and two
visitors were present.
The club voted to not have a
regular December meeting,
but will have a Christmas
dessert party for members
and guests at the home of
Dottie Jordan on Nottingham
Drive, Murray, on Friday,
December 3, at 7:30 p. m.
clot C OM MU NI TY
CA! LE NDA R
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Tuesday, November 16
Oak Grove WMU will meet
with Shirley Paschall at seven
p.m.
Lecture by Kinji Akagawa,
a multimedia artist from St.
Paul, Minn., will be in Room
423, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 7:30 p.m.
Recital by Murray State
University Baroque Ensemble
will be at 8:15 pin, at Farrell
Recital Hall, MSU. No ad-
mission charge.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Carter School PTA will have
open house from six to seven
p.m.
Murray Branch of the
AAUW will meet at the home
of Emily Wolfson at seven
p.m. with Dr. Sal Matarazzo
as speaker.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
- Music Departmtnt, Murray
Woman's - Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
Calloway County High School
(lee Club..
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Wednesday, November 17
First of three free diabetes
detection clinics is scheduled
from nine a.m. to four p.m. at
the Student Center at Murray
State University. Everyone is
encouraged to visit the clinic
for a free test.
Potluck luncheon for Lynn
Grove and Kirksey Senior
Citizens will be held at the
home of Jan Maddox at noon.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Opha Culver at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a coffee
at the - home of Mrs. W. Z.
Carter at ten a.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
A group of handicapped
children, sponsored by the
Council for Exceptional
Children, will perform in
Room 240, Special Education




production of the Department
of Speech and Theatre, MSU,
to be presented at 9:30 a.m.
and one p.m. Tickets are 75
cents at the door.
Ducks Unlimited local
chapter will have its annual
banquet at the Murray
Country Club at six p.m.
Thursday, November 18
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
6:45 a.m.
A display of hand hooked rugs is now being shown at the Calloway County Public
Library. These were designed arid made by Charles B Ryan, who began the craft as a
hobby after visiting a Navajo Indian reservation in Colorado. The rugs are made of one
hundred per cent wool siv ply yarn on a rug canvas ha( king. Selection of colors and
design is original on each rug. The public is invited to tome by the library to see this
colorful display a littrary spokesman said.
Thursday, November 18
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p.m, at the
Hazel Community Center.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
p.M.
Murray . Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Potluck luncheon will be
held by the Murray Senior
Citizens at the Ellis Com-
munity Center. Call 753-9725
by 9:30 a.m. for tran-
sportation.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at seven p.m.
for executive session and at
eight p.m. for business
session.
First Baptist Church BYW
will meet at the home of Cathy
Denton at seven p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Clubs will have an
informal breakfast, open
meeting at 9:30 ay. at the
club house.
"Winnie-tlie-Pooh„ will be
presented at 9:30 a. m. and
one p. m. for the Children's
Theatre at Murray State.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at.,
7:30 p. m. at the Community
Room, 7th & Main.
Southern Harmony Singing
Group will present a program
at the Calloway County Public
Library from seven to eight
p.m.
East Calloway PTC will
.meet at the school at seven p.. •
m.
Max Miller, veterans
counselor, will be at the
American Legion Hall, Sixth
and Maple Streets, from nine
a. m. to three p. m. to assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims.
LaLeche League will meet




grades seven and eight, First
Baptist Church, will be at ten
a. m.
Baptist Student Union will
host a Thanksgiving Dinner
for International Students at
six p.m. at the BSU Center.
Senior Citizens will be
honored at a luncheon at Elm
Grove Baptist Church at 11:30
a.
Julie English Presents Program
At Gamma Gamma Chapter Meet
The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
met on Thursday, October 28,
at the home of Julie English
who was in charge of the
program on "Physical
Science."
Mrs. English spoke on
"Breast Cancer" and how it
can be detected. She also
distributed booklets to each





The Eva Wall Mission
Group of the Memorial Baptist
Church met Tuesday af-
ternoon, October 26, at the
home of Mrs. Jackson Foster
with 'Verna Mae Stubblefield
presiding.
Mae Foster gave the
devotion, and Opal. Reeves
gave the report on mission
action for the group.
"House Churches in
Guatemala" was the subject
of the program with Laura
Jennings as the leader who
was assisted by Willie
Garland, Lana Boyd, Mary
Boyd. Opal Reeves, and Thyra
Crawford.
Others attending were
difAettie McKeel, member, and




were given with the Head
Start Halloween party and the
homecoming bake sale
reported to be both successful.
A report of the. Halloween
party held on October 23 was
given.
The chapter voted to make a
donation. to the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad
later in the year.
The closing ritual and
mizpah were repeated by
twelve members present and
refreshments were served by
Mrs. English.
The chapter will meet




Per Pose In Living
Color
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Hollis Willer Familv
Honored Here Sunday
The membership of the
University Church of Christ
held a pot luck dinner in honor
of its preacher, Hollis Miller,
and his family on Sunday
afternoon, November 14.
The Miller family has been
in Murray for 'nine and one
°- +64101f years.- They will be
leaving Murray on December
15 for Gainesville, Fla., where
they will be located with the
University Avenue Church of
Christ.
Orrin Bickel, a deacon in
charge of planning the supper,
remarked, "The Millers have
made a valuable contribution
,o this community and to the
hearts and minds of those with
whom they have worshipped
during the past several
years."
The membership of the
University Church of Christ
presented *gtftr to the millers
which include a set of
stoneware and a set of crystal.
Robert Hendon, a
spokesman for the elders and
membership said in
presenting the gifts, "Hollis
Miller has helped to open up
dimensions of religious
thought that many of us had
never known." Mr. Miller's
last Sunday with the
University church will be
December 12.
Elm (;rore. Baptist Women - Hold
Regular :11onthly .Meet it Church
The Bapiist Women' of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
me i on Tuesday. October 25,
at eleven a. m. at the church.
Mrs. Earl Ike was in charge
of the program entitled "Tell
The Good News", with
scriptures from Luke 2:849
and Psalm 96 being read.
Those on the program were
Mrs. -Levine Caner-, Mrs.-
Tennessee Outland, Mrs.
Electa Fulkerson, and Mrs.
Letha Cossey.
Mrs: "June Crider gave the
call to prayer for the
missionaries having birthdays
on that day. Others lead in
prayer were Mrs. Eunice
Shekell, Mrs. Floy Caldwell,
Mrs. Electa Fulkerson, and
Mrs. Zella Futrell.
Mrs. Electa Fulkerson




Mrs. Faye C. Wells, CPS, of
the Murray National
Secretaries Association (In I.)
was the guest speaker at the
meeting of the Cadiz Chapter
of National Secretaries held at





Now is the time to
begin your Pre-Holiday








Burkeen. Plans were made to
honor the Senior Citizens with
a dinner on Friday, November
19, at 11:30 a. m. at the church.
Following the meeting the
group went to Jerry's







Baby Girl Burkeen ( mother
Loretta), Rt. 1, Dexter, Baby
Girl Green ( mother Rhonda),
Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby Girl
Morris ( mother Brenda), Rt.
3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lillian A. Dunn, 635 S.
4th., Murray, Mrs. Tina T.
Payne, 211 College Cis.,
Murray, Miss. Donna M.
Cunningham, Box 2770
University Sta., Murray,
Joseph G. Leonard, P. 0. Box
82, Hazel, Mrs. Deborah S.
Summers and Baby Girl, Rt.
1, Arlington, Mu. Madeline
Hendrickson and Baby Girl,
Rt. 6, Benton, Miss Robin D.
Beardon, P. 0. Box 5406 Hart
Hall, Murray, Miss Rose M.
Sills, Rt. 4, Ripley, Tn., Mrs.
Shirley A. Martin, P. 0. Box
122, Hazel, Mrs. Betty C.
Routen, Rt. 1, Mayfield, R. L.
Ward, 1205 Crestwood,
Murray, Mrs. Clifford W.
Farris, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Leta L. Rutland, Rt. 4, Box
114-A, Murray, Mts. Donna S.
Mosley, Rt. 2, Box 96-A,
Murray, Elcie M. Collins, Rt.
8, Benton, John C. Crawford,
P. 0. Box 744, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Adaline A. Wilson, 1007 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Janet M.
Himebaugh, Rt. 2, Box 133,
Puryear, Tn., Joseph D.
Futrell, Rt. 5, Box 274,
Murray, Jay S. Simmons, 1710
Calloway, Murray, Mrs.
Debra S. Houston, 804 Joy St.,
Paris, Tn., J. H. Nix, 1108 S.
16th., Murray, Mrs. Mayzelle
W. Gallirnore, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Elmus Rudolph, Rt, 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Mary. E. Turnbow, Box
78, Hazel, Marvin Garland,
New Concord, Johnny R.
Whitworth I expired), Rt. 4,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Minnie
Tucker ( expired), Meadow
View Nursing firn., Mayfield.
LuLeche League U' ill
%lee/ Here Thursday
The LaLeche League will
meet Thursday, November 18,
at 7:30 p. m. at the home of
Carol Yates, 908 North 16th
Street, Murray.
All interested persons are
invited, and persons are asked
to note the change of meeting
date for this month.
See Marjorie Major
Travel Consultant
• FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGEMCI
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4`!ff iegef
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature coil I
753-GOGO (4646)




MR. AND MRS. BILLY HENDON are now residing at 415
South Eleventh Street, Murray, following their marriage on
Friday, October 29. Rev. John Adams officiated at the
ceremony read at his home in Metropolis, Ill.
The bride, the former Barbara Alexander, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Alexander. She is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and is employed in the advertising depart-
ment of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Mr. Hendon is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ed Hendon. A
graduate of Calloway County High School, he attended Murray
State University and is now self employed as a brick mason.






Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grA
Avoid tendencies toward
restlessness and unruliness.
Note warning signals. Many
errors and misguided moves
can thus bt averted.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Look well into proposed
suggestions, or*- you may find
yourself involved where you
least desire it. Some definite
"no" answers will be required.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A tabulation of "musts" may
uncovera weak program - one
that should be pepped up to
show your abilities to better
advantage
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) elq:,15
Not much planetary help
here. How the day turns out will
be largely up to yourself. Use
your wits to project the ef-
fective and eliminate the
mediocre.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 .124- 4g
Go after the big gains, but do
not expect to have things your
way all along the line. Be
prepared for some opposition
and you can meet it more
easily.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%,
Introduce a new note -
perhaps a new approach - to
give more spark to day's
doings. Output will Improve.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 20erl
Some unpredictable
associates need watching now.
14.:‘
Brenda Estes Presents Program For Xi Alpha Chapter llembers
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met
No.ember 4 at 7:30 p. m. at
the Ellis Community Center
NOVEMBER 17, 1976
One or the other could try to
"muscle in" on one of your pet
solo ventures.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "1,4W'
One of those days when a snap
decision could turn out sur-
prisingly well. You ordinarily
deliberate carefully in all
situations, but right now a
hunch will pay off.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eiiAil°
Accent is now on travel. A trip
taken in connection with a
financial matter could have an
especially fortunate outcome.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) • V
If you maneuver skillfully
enough, you can gain some
advantageous fringe benefits in
a business negotiation.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 2110 Feb. 19i
Some disturbance in career
matters could cause you to be
unnecessarily abrupt with loved
ones* Don't let this happen or
you will regret it later.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •
Influences somewhat
misleading. Watch out for wry--
attempt to break or default on
contracts, other agreements.
YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted with a fine mind and a
lively imagination; also a flair
for the dramatic - which could
win, you great success in the
theater, either as an actor or
playwright. You also have
many other talents; could excel
in medicine, the law, the world
of finance, as a musician, ar-
cheologist or geologist - all
depending on your inclinations
and education, of course. Birth-





Chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America held its
monthly meeting on Monday,
November 1.
The program for the
meeting was a detailed
demonstration of Par-
liamentary Procedure, held in
two parts for the morning and
the afternoon classes at the
Vocational School.
Members participating in
the program for the morning
classes were: Carla Ramsey,
Rogina Jackson end Melody
Travis. The afternoon par-
ticipants were Debra Tucker,
Tony McClure and Trina
Swift. Following the
demonstrations members
divided into small groups for
practice: in conducting a
meeting.
The business meeting was
held at 3:30 p. m. Monday at
the vocational school with the
president, Carla Ramsey,
presiding.
The chapter voted to send
$100 to the State Scholarship
Fund.
The Murray Vocational
Chapter - of FBLA and the
Murray State Chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda will be pur-
chasing the FBLA billboard
for display in Calloway
Coup( y. The chap,er also
voted to become Nttri Tax
Exempt.
The mtin discussion 61 he
afternoon was he Fund
Raising Project for he month
of December and members
voted. that the chapter sell
Reece;s candy, a s: ate-
approved fund raiser
HIGH FLYING ADVENTURE with
'Santa and the GIANT FIGHTER'
This exciting Christmas
5-
story--in 17 thrill-packed Chapters




extended to Mrs. Dennis B.
Burkeen, the former Gail
Sheridan, was the bridal
shower held at the home of
Mrs John Workman, 1508
Parklane Drive, on Tuesday,
October 26, at 7:30 p. m.
Hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Gary
Tabers and Mrs. Grant Black.
The honoree opened her
gifts and refreshments of
cake, punch, nuts and mints
%ere served. About eighteen
school friends were included
in the guest list.
with "I* prestdentt Shirley
Martin, presiding.
Sue Ann Hutson, chair-
person of the Ways and Means
Committee, reported on the
Christmas Bazaar to be held




Elementary School Pep Club
met on Friday, November 5.




Hooks, treasurer, and Kelly
King, reporter.
A committee was appointed








Mens leisure suits in double knits, texttir
rzed
polyester and cottons. Choose from
array of colors and styles.






Qua: ity leather uppets with moc vamp. 
Good-
year wet construction and thick 
oil-rosi stant
crepe *Sole. S'izes 7-11.
9:00 p. m., and November 20,
9:00 a. m. until 12:00 noon at
the Federal Savings and Loan
Building, 7th and Main, in
Murray.
,Each member was
reminded to bring her items
"Ar_iWtrit4t-
WEATHERLY BOY :
Mr. and Mrs. John Robert
Weatherly, Louisville, an-
nounce the arrival of their
first child, a son, born on
Wednesday, October 27, at the
Methodist Evangelical
Hospital, Louisville. He has
been named Robert Addison.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Sutton
of Corbin. Paternal grand-
parents were the late Mr. and

















9-9 Mon.-Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun. Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
7S3-8777
for the bazaar to the
November 18th meeting which
is to be held at the Savings and
Loan Building at 7:30.
The program was by Brenda
Estes who spoke on -Effects
of Television on Human
Beings."
Refreshments were served
by Sue Ann Hutson.
Members attending were
Shirley 'Martin, Vicki Holton,








Glenda Wilson and Lois Ruiz.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Herbert Hughes of
Murray has been released
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
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EDITORIAL
National DECA Week
National DECA Week is being
observed this week in more
than 5,500 Chapters where
Distributive Education is
taught in the public school
system.
•In Murray, as elsewhere, the
local Chapter of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America, or DECA, is closely
associated with the in-
structional program. This
student-directed activity is an
effective part of the learning
and training process in
developing future leaders for
marketing and distribution.
Through research . projects
and recognition events, the
activities of the local DECA
Chapter bring into sharper
focus the various instructional
parts of the DE program taught
in our local vocational school.
Many of our business leaders
are involved in the activities of
DECA, First, as employer,
these business firms 'provide
Letter, To The Editor..,..
laboratory environment in
which the student tests, ob-
serves, applies concepts and
skills learned in the DE class iR
school. Second, through
supervised training, the student
gains experience in the oc-
cupation which frequently is
the first step toward his career
goal. Third, DE students learn
right from the start the basics
of business in our free en-
terprise system. This in itself is
highly commendable because
nowhere in our educational
system is free enterprise
demonstrated so adequately as
in the Distributive Education
curriculum.
This approach to education
not only develops competent
personnel for merchandising,
marketing, and management,
but also prepares our youth for
' better citizenship. We
congratulate and salute both
school administrators and
businessmen on the observance
of National DECA Week.
Against Alcohol
Dear Editor:
Until something comes home to us,
we often remain too quiet. On October
30, it was not reading about a talented
young couple, ages 22, 23, being in-
stantly killed b., a drunken driver; but
in reality my niece and her husbapd.
Although it always grieves- and in-
furiates me to know of anyone dying
unnecessarily at the hands of one in-
toxicated, this has stirred me to action.
That of trying to help children and
youth by erecting a memorial to my
niece and nephew and others you may
know who lost lives unnecessarily
because of a r drunken driver. We do this
by placing materials in our schools to
help them learn evil effects of alcohol
on their bodies, end warning of danger
of becoming alcoholics causing their
death or that of another.
Haw I do wish that parents, teachers
and everyone would be awakened, work
together and pray to prevent these
needless dea tlisand wrecked lives! We
know there Must be examples of
sobriety as well as teaching that one
does not have to drink to be socially
Mare.'
The parents Ann Landers wrote
about maybe never thought that just
letting their two children take sips from
their alcoholic beverage glasses would
cause them to become alcoholics, and
causing one of their deaths at an early
age. The children could hardly wait for
the parents to leave them alone so they
could get to the liquor cabinet to drink.
The parents were too drunk to realize
what was happening. Drinkers, please
think of your children before you drink.
Although you may never become an
alcoholic, you may cause your children
to be, and have wrecked lives as result.
Of course, with 50 per cent of our youth
drinking today, we say parents are not
always to blame, but all parents maybe
could welt harder to know how to
better help their youngsters.
Dr. Reginald G. Smart in his new.
book, The New Drinkers, offers help to
parents in talking and advising with
their youth. He points out the reason
why alcohol is more dangerous to youth
who are driving than it may be to
adults. It is because the youth are
inexperienced drinkers and inex-
perienced drivers. Due to this Dr.
Smart suggests that the safe rule for
young people must be "no drinking and
driving," But what can be done to keep
drinking drivers off or highways? I
wish there were a way. If you wish to
have a part in erecting a memorial to
help prevent alcoholism, join me by
sending your dollars to me, and I'll








'EDITORS NOTE: The • following
letter is a copy of a letter sent to the
National Broadcasting ,Cti. by Dean
Ross, minister of the Murray Christian
Fellowship.)
Na ional Broadcasting Company
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10019
Dear Sirs:
- In the past I have written off the
change in programming by yours and
other networks with a "take it or leave
a))itude. The change in moral
values was possibly too gradual to be
shocking. But I can no longer pass off
he offense I feel when I "tune in"
expecting to be entertained and relaxed
and instead receive bombardment from 
allangles by the vulgarities and
depravations that are all too real in
day-to-day living.
I deal on a daily basis on a university
campus treating the cancers Of warped
minds and bodies caused by lifestyles
that your chbice of programming
seems to classify as "art" or "good
entertainment." My method of treat-
nient is the love of God through Jesus
Christ because I am convinced-that this
is the only sure cure. You are not
making my job easier but rather are
adding -to an already deplorable
situation.
I can no longer watch the "buck"
pass from hand to-hand while I hear,
-We only give the people what they
want." If you honestly believe that the
majority of our culture wants to be
at• dragged down through the lower, levels
of human degenration such as is shown
in -Captains and -Kings:" if you can
honestly say that the vulgarities ex-
pressed both verbally and physically
will ultimately prove beneficial to your
1
Garrott's Galley .
Can Raking The Leaves Be
All That Good As Exercise?
viewing audience, then I suggest that
you might examine your attitudes
toward your fellow man. It is a proven,
substantiated fact that you, through
your media, are demoralizing .our
society and in turn are spreading the
concept that this is the normal and
accepted way of life.
My family has chosen to stand on the
factual basis of the existence of God
and His Son, Jesus Christ as revealed in
the Bible. Your recent programming,
therefore, rates in our house below the
human level that God wants for man.
It is obvious to me that you intend to
cater to the degrading level of
humanity. It is obvious that your in-
tentions will be, for the future, to show
more of the immorality of the human
race because of your "rating." But how
will you control a people who adopt the
lifestyle you are giving them to put in
their lives? Even as a humanitarian
you ought to see the Frankenstein
monster you are influencing.
Let this not be taken lightly, for I
intend to exercise the controls of my set
for that which has human dignity and
Christian value. let it also be known
that I am writing to my local station
and to the sponsors of these types of
show.
Yes, I am a campus minister; so you
might expect that I would feel this way,
But I am a minister by choice — of my
own choosing because someone has to
be ;here to attempt to "undo" the
emotional tangles in the lives of the
young people I work with who have -
observed and adopted the lifestyle
portrayed by your net-tork. I object
because of the destructive for-be your





By M. C. Garrott
My honeymoon with the leaves is
over!
Since moving to Murray, or place
has become the first home in".which
-we've lived long enough to have
trees come along big enough to cast
shade enough to sit in. Consequently,
my fall leaf raking has involved little
more than picking up a few here and
there.
Not any more!
Our present place only had one tree
on it when we moved here eight years
ago, but with some help from Santa
Claus and Luther Gardner, we now
have 14 of them — 12 of which literally
are burying me in leaves all of a sud-
den. They've grown up!
To make matters worse, most of the
leaves from the big stately oaks along
Dr. Hugh Houston's estate on Glendale
come swirling down on the wind to join
those from my trees. Only a few days
ago all of the trees were so gloriously
beautiful in all their fall, brilliance, but
now they are almost stripped of their
foilage by the wind, the rain and -the
snow. - -
Now has come the painful — and my
muscles echo the expression — chore of
raking them up — not once, but ap-
parently time and again until every one
had fallen.
++++++
That was my wife's idea to rake
them repeatedly. I had thought I would
just wait until every leaf had fallen, like
January or February, to rake, but she
felt her idea was better. Barbara Gray
had told her it was good exercise, 'and
she thinks I need exercise.
Barbara is the wife of Dr. Tom Gray,
*who is chairman of the new Depart-
ment of Graphic Arts in the College of
Industry and TechnologY at Murray
State. They live out on 121 South, having
moved here a little more than a year
ago from Huntsville, Tex.
"Barbara told me that they had had a
big yard with lots of trees back in
Huntsville," Cathryn told me one night
when I was outlining my delayed action
raking program.
"She said raking leaves was one of
the best forms of exercise she had
found," she went on. "She would rake a
while, rest a while, then rake some
more. Before she realized it, she had
lost several inches. It wouldn't hurt you
to lose some inches, you know."
I had no argument against that. She
had jerked my leaf raking right back
into November.
++++++
Since then, I've been in the yard
raking almost every day and some
nights. It'll look pretty clean for a day
or so where I've raked, then it has to be
done all over again since the leaves are
. still coming down or blowing in from
across the street.
I can't tell I've lost any inches as a
result, but I have two a lot of exercise,'
if you can classify raking leaves
exercise. I call it work, hard Work.
Both my wrists feel like they've been
broken. My back muscles are so sore I
can hardly get out of bed, much less
swing a golf club. I almost have em-
physema, leaf lung or something like
..hat from breathing all that dust and
stuff, and I've raked up or stepped on
enough dog stools to fertilize a bean
field.
++++++
The snows last week gave me
somewhat of a reprieve.
"Look at it this way," Cathryn purred
as she kneaded Ben Gay into my
knotted back muscles. "Before you.
know it and once the leaves, dry out,
you'll be as. trim as Ted Bradshaw."
WEISENBERGER
Loss of revenue to cities and counties
and overall cost are only two of ;he
problems connected with implenienting
the Judicial Article approved by the
voters in November of 1975.
Under the present system, virtually
every city and county traffic court
accumulates excess fines and for-
feitures which are turned over to the
general revenue fund for operation of
the city or county government. tittle, if
any, such funds will be available when
the new judicial system is im-
plemented.
I attended a meeting of the Interim
Committee on Judiciary-Courts last
Friday in Frankfort at which a partial
solution was approved. Since the new
court system will be state-operated and
controlled, it will be necessary to lease
from the county or city space for a
courtroom and offices for the new
district judge and a secretary. The
proposal calls for "rent" of $25 per case
filed in circuit court and $9 per case in
district court.
The problem is that in most instances
the rent will be far short of the amount
of revenue previously received in ex-
cess fines and forfeitures under thPold
court system. In short, the counties and
cities will have to adjust their budgets
to align with the lower figures.
On a statewide basis, figures
provided to the Legislative Research
Commission by the Department for
Local Government indicate that when
the counties lose the expense Of the
courts (along with the revenue from
them) the net loss for 118 counties
would be $533,097. This figure does not
include Jefferson and Fayette counties,
the largest in the state. Nor do they
apparently include city and magisterpl
courts.
The overall cost of operating the new
system is distressing to members of the
legislature, who have been directed by
a vote of the people to implement the
plan under certain guidelines. There is
no doubt that many original supporters
have been turned off after learning of
the price tag.
The annual cost will exceed $35
million for the four-tiered court system,
not counting such additional expected
costs as rental of court facilities,
friends of /the court, printing of forms,
district judges' retirement, additional
personnel, computer time, and in-
dexers and examiners for the courts.
This could easily boost the overall
annual cost to $50 million.
Offsetting -this will be revenue from
fines and forfeitures, estimated at
about $25 million annually, making for
a net loss of 'about $25 million. It is




by Sen. Richard Weisenberger
almost certain that fines for
misdemeanors will be sharply in-
creased. For example, the offense of
speeding has carried a fine of i10 and
costs for over 30 years and many feel it
is too low to be an effective deterrent.
Under the new system, you can look
for fines to be around $100 for speeding
and maybe $300 for driving while in-
toxiCaled:ThiS may not be a bad idea in
light of spiral* inflation and higher
incomes.
Perhaps drunks will be less likely to
take to the highways if faced with
stiffer penalties.
There are many facets and changes
contemplated in the new _judicial
system and this was the primary
concern of my constituents during my
recent tour of the district. For those of
you who were unable to meet with me I
urge you to call me at 247-8522 or write
me at Box 315, Mayfield, Kentucky
42066.
The special session probably will
begin Nov. 29 and continue until
Christmas. Don't wait until after the
session to voice your opinion. Your
elected officials need to know your
thinking before the session in order to






Murray Ledger & Times Editor
This is the first of what is planned to
be a regularly appearing column.
Barring unforseen difficulties, the
column should appear on this page four
to five times each week.
0 + 0
Plans call for the column to contain
many things, i. e., short bits of news
that may be of interest to many or just a
few of our local readers; comments and
opinions on local as well as state,
national and world events; items
clipped from the pages of other
publications; and occasionally a
humorous anecdote.
0 + 0
Reader comments are invited and
should be directed to The Editor's
Notebook, The Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
0 + 0
To startAhings off we'll pass along a
bit of information that our good friend,
Al Koertner, supplied us with the other
day. Al suggested that we call attention
to what so many people miss by not
tuning their tv sets to KET Channel 21
( channel 9 on cable) on Friday
evenings between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The first half-hour is Washington
Week in Review, followed by Wall
Street Week.
Thanks for the tip, Al, and we might
add that KET is giving us ex-
traordinary programming throughout
the week, not just on Fridays.
0+0
Before you give someone a piece of
your mind make sure you can get along
with the part you have left.
0 + 0
Did you know a person choking on
food will die in four minutes, but that
same person's life can be saved if you
know the "Heimlich Maneuver." This
bit of information came across our desk
this week in a campaign funded by
Jerrie°, Inc., which franchises Lang
John Silver's Seafood Shoppes and
Jerry's Restaurants.
According to the pamphlet we
received, the manuever is carried out
in the following manner when the
rescuer is standing and the victim is
either standing or sitting:
1. Stand behind the victim and wrap
your arms around his waist.
2.. Place your fist thumb side against
the victim's abdomen, slightly above
the navel and below the rib cage.
Repeat several times if necessary.
with your other
WlheGnrtasPhe viycoturimlissit tang, the rescuer
ana press into the Victim's ab-
domen . with a quick upward thrust.
stands behind the victim's chair and
performs the manuever in the same
manner.)
If the victim is prone, the first thing
to do is turn he or she on their back,
then:
1. Facing victim, kneel astride his
hips.
/-•
2. With one of your hands on top of the
other, place the heel of your bottom
hand on the abdomen slightly above the
navel and below the rib-Cage.
3. Press into the victim's abdomen
with a quick upward thrust. Again,
repeat several times if necessary.
There is no need to stand helplessly
by and watch someone choke to death
on a piece of food. Hopefully, most of us
will never be confronted with such a
situation, but just in case, each of us
should learn the Heimlich Manuever.
[1.00CM B
10 Years Ago
Master Sergeant James E. Poole is
now stationed at Nha Trang, Vietnam
with an Aviation 13attalign there.
Marine Reserve Second Lt. James R:
Lee, son of Mr. ahd Mrs. Earl Lee, was
graduated from the. Officers Basic
Class at the Marine Corps School at,.
Quantico, Va.
The Murray Kiwanis Club will ob-
serve Farm-City Week, according to
the chairman, Maurice Humphrey.
Farmers will be guests at the meeting
this week.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ira
Novie) Tucker of Huntingdon, Tenn.
Births,, reported include a boy,
Douglas Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Rayburn on November 11.
Richard Scott, vice-president,
presided at the meeting of the
University School 4-H Club.
20 Years Ago
George Hart has been appointed vice-
president of the American Bankers
Association for the state of Kentucky.
He is president of the Bank of Murray:
Pipe has been located for the com-
pletion of the construction work on the
Murray Gas System, according to Jack
Bryan, superintendent of the system.
J. A. (Mac) McCord, age 61, died this
morning at the Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Myers of the Stella
community are pictured with some of
the Jersey cows on their 74 acre farm in
an ad for Ryan Milk Company today.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Key of Hazel
Route One will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on November 18.
Bible Thought
Jesus said, I am the bread of
life: he that cometh to me shall
never hunger; ...John 6:35.
When human hearts hunger
and thirst after righteousness,
they always get fed. Jesus is
our daily bread.
The Murray Ledger 8( Times
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A new machine has been
developed thit may aid in the
• 
- early detectidi of the sex of an
unborn child or may show
whether it has an', birth defects.
Researchers, headed by Dr.
Leonard Herzenberg of the
department of genetics at Stan-
ford School of Medicine, have
designed a machine that can ex-
• amine a few thousand cells per
second and sort out various
types in a sample of the mother's
blood.
— A few of the blood cells, which
have different characteristics
from those of the mother. pass
through the placenta (afterbirth)
frOm the fetus to the mother and
appear in her circulation. The
fetal cells can be picked ourby
the machine and isolated for
study to determine the sex of the
fetus and whether it has any
genetic defects which make for
deformities and impairments of
health alter birth.
' According to the researchers.
the machine will allow fqr
earlier detection of fetal defects,
5
‘46
Determining Infant Sex and Defects
By F.J.L Blasing,ame, MD
perhaps during the fourth month
of pregnancy. The other major
advantage will be the poidaility
of testing a large number of
mothers, no doubt ultimately
becoming a mass testing or
routine screening procedure in
pregnancy, if future testing
proves as effective as now ap-
pears likely.
Instead of such testing of a
sample of the m(jther's blood, the
present method available is
more complex. slightly rLsky and
not adaptable to mass letting
The' current procedure iammo-
centisis), used only later than the
-fourth month involves the inser-
tion of a needle through the'
mother's abdominal wall and
uterus and the withdrawal of a
small sample of amniotic fluid
surrounding the fetus. This fluid.
which contam cells shed by the
fetus, is studied for abnor-
malities.
Since amniocentesis carries
slight risks, it is recommended
only in mothers'35 years of age
-*
or older to rule out Down's syn-
drome (Mongolism) or in
families with a histors of birth
defects.
Mass streening of mothers for
fetal defects, done early in preg-
nancy. may increase the de-
mand for abortions. They would
be chosen to prevent the birth of
defective infants and could be
abused by parents who want to
dispcse of a baby because it is of
a sex different than that desired
Q Mrs. P.P writes that she is
an epileptic who requires
regularly an anticonvulsant
drug. She wants to become preg-
nant and would like to find out it
there is a safe drug she can take
during pregnancy
Q So far as I know, no crier'
(lye anticonvulsant drag can he
regarded as totally safe during
pregnancy: especially in the first
three months A suggestion
Avoid combination of drugs and
take only one anticonvulsant in
the lowest effective dose. The
20th to the an day of gestation
is the time when the fetus ap-
pears most sensitive to drugs
taken by the mother You should
talk with your physician well
ahead of the time you pain to trx
to become pregnant and rely on
his advice
Q Ms S M inquires about the
best time of day to flv to Europe
to avoid jet lag
A. Take a morning flight out ol
the United States so that you will
arrive in Europe in the evening
before midnight. Since the local
time will be five or six hours
ahead of United States time
your bedtime will he earls
You will be tired trom your
trip, arid you should be able to
get a good sleep. especially it you
have avoided excersive eating
and drinking during your flight
Get up and artiund the following
„morning. but plan an east day.
By the day after that you should,
be adjusted and ready lor full
activity free of jet
"nfroeete MI tr.! rum, Ofi .0 Ii
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mother of Mrs. Anna Louise
Todd of Murray, died
Saturday at 7:45 p. m. at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was 76 years of age and
a resident of Eddyville. Mrs.
Moore was a member of the
Eddyville United Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Moore is survived by
her husband, J. I. Moore; two
daughters, Mrs. Todd of
Murray and Mrs. Ralph
Bragdon of Eddyville; one
sister, Mrs. Charlene Moore of
Kuttawa; five grandchildren;
two great ' grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held
Monday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Dunn Funeral
Home, Eddyville, with Rev.
William Dodson and Rev.
Jerre11 White officiating.
Pallbearers were Bayliss
Wadlington, Cecil East, John
Attwood,' 'Malcolm
Wadlingion, Steve Cruce, and
Harold Crady. Burial was in




Mrs. Dixie Wells of Murray
Route Six died this morning at
4:30 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 62
years of age.
The Murray woman worked
for eight years as a licensed'
practical nurse at the Murray-
Calloway County hospital,
having retired about one year
ago. She was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Born August 21, 1914, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter
of the late Doc and Fannie
Henderson Hicks.
Mrs. Wells is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Wayne
(Frances) Garrison and Mrs.
Harold (Mary Rose) Bynum,
both of Murray Route Six; one
son, Hicks Wells, Fort
Jackson, S. C.; one step sister,
Mrs. Arthur (Lurlie) Vinson,
Murray Route Four; eight
grandchildren, Nicky, Dixie,
and Sandy Wells, Michael,
Mark, and Matthew Garrison,
and Kim and Chris Bynum. r
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Bill
Sullivan and Rev. Lloyd
Perrin officiating. Burial will
be in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





supper will be held by the
Willing Workers Club at. the
Hazel Community Center on
Saturday, November 20.
Serving will start at 10:30 a.
• m.
The cost will be supper with
dessert for $2.50 or just supper
at $1.75. Club members said
orders would be delivered for
as many as four or five in a
nine or ten mile radius. For
information call 492-8219, 492-
8160. 492-8171, or 247-3303.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 16, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 204 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .25 lower Sows steady
US I-2 200-230 lbs. . $32.50-32.75 few 33.00
US 1-3 29D-240 I bs . . $32.00-32.50
US 2.4240-200 lbs 631.00-32.00
US 3-4 iso-notes. 830.00-31.W
Sows •
US 1-2 270-350 lbs  621.00-32.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. . . . . 621.00-32.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.  922.00-23.00
2-3 300,500 lbs. 930.00-21.00




Tim Hutson and Diana.
Sliger, Distributive Education
students at the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center,
have been named chair-
persons of National DECA
Week in Murray, Nov. 14-20.
National DECA Week
honors the Distributive
Education Clubs of America,
the only national student
organizati.on operating
through public and private
schools to attract young
people to careers in marketing
and distribution.
Hutson and Sliger said the
purposes of the observance
are to point out the many and
varied careers available
within the field of mer-
chandise distribution. Special
programs will be conducted
during the week by members
of the Murray DECA Chapter
at schools and service club
meetings.
The Murray Chapter con-
ducts a continuing program to
develop leadership among
Distributive Education
students. Its 65 members
study a half day in school and
work part time in jobs which
complement their academic
training.
Nationally, there are 5,500
DECA Chapters with - more
than 170,000 members. The
national organization is
supported by leading
American business firms. It
conducts a scholarship









Project" will be the subject
discussed at the Wednesday
UCM luncheon.
Speaking in behalf of the
project will be Henry Hodges
and Donald Elais with the
Purchase Area Development
District who will make a brief
slide presentation and explain
the rationale and purposes of
the project which has met with
some opposition from
naturalist and environmental
, groups in the area.
• The luncheon meal costs
$1.25 and all interested per-
sons are invited to attend. The
program lasts from 12:30 to





The Christmas Cards sold
annually by the Calloway
County Association for
Retarded Citizens are now on
sale.
The cards this year are




from the sale aid in programs
and activities for the
physically and mentally
handicapped. The price is
$2.50 per box.
By using ARC Christmas
cards, you show that you are
concerned with the need for
public appreciation of the
potential of mentally retarded
people, a spokesman said. The
purchase of these cards is
tangible proof that you sup-
port programs and services
designed to benefit mentally
retarded citizens, added the
spokesman.
For more information or to
purchase cards, contact any
member of the Association for
Retarded Citizens or call
Peggy Williams at 753-6672 or
753-9235.
Mary Graves, Joyce Thomas, Jeannie Morgan, Brenda 
Este, Debbie Lyons, Barbara
Chilcutt, and Rowena Emerson, left to right, members 
of Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi, work on posters announcing the 
Christmas Bazaar to be held by the
chapter at the Community Room, Federal Savings and 
Loan -th and Main Streets, on
Friday, November 19, from six to nine p. m. and 
Saturday, No%ember 20 from nine a.
m. to twelve noon.
Dr. George Is
Panel Member
Dr. K. M. George, an
associate professor in the
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at Murray St.ate
University, was a panel
member at the third annual
meeting of the Kentucky
Gerontological Society in
Lexington Nov. 12.
The panel, composed Of
representatives from each of
the - state universities,
discussed "The Ride of Higher
Education in Gerontology,"




The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday,
'November 18, at seven p.m. at
the Calloway County Court
House.
All members are urged to
attend this monthly business






Teacher Club will meet
Thursday, November 18, at
seven p. m. at the school.
Joe Greene, president,
urges all members and in-
terested persons to attend.
Last Request Of Benton's
'Monkey Man' Is Granted
BENTON. Ky. (API -
Clifford Wade's last request
was to be buried with the only
real companion he'd had for
the past 15 years - his pet
monkey.
The 15-year-old spider
monkey was still alive when
Wade died, but the old man
a. achieved his last wish
anyway.
The monkey, named
Cheetah, was put to sleep by a
veterinarian and placed in
Wade's coffin. The two were
buried together in a local
cemetery.
Wade, known as "the
monkey man" because he and
Cheetah were inseparable,
uttered his final words just a
few days before he died last
Friday.
"He said he wanted to be
buried with the monkey, and
that's what he got," said
Foster Child Plans Lawsuit
Against Social Service Agency
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
-Dennis Smith his 17th
year and his 16th foster home.
"It's like a scar on your
brain," he says.
"If I had known I was going
to spend the first 16 years of
my life this way, I'd rather
have been dead. I'd have
wished my mother could have
aborted me," said Dennis.
wait people to realize
what's happening to foster
children," he adds. And he has
filed an unusual lawsuit with
that purpose in mind.
The suit, filed in Alameda
County Superior Court
Monday,5 asks damages of
$500,000 from the county social
service agency and officials of,
the public school system
there.
Smith claims the agency
told his mother he would be
placed for adoption but sent
him instead to one foster home
after another. He says the
schoolsI Accepted what he
called a mistaken diagnosis
that he was mentally retarded
and put him in classes for ttle
handicapped.
Dennis was born in Oakland
on Oct. 5, 1959. His two let:al
aid lawyers say county
records are unclear where he
spent his first 21/2 months. He
doesn't know who his parents
are or where he got the name
"Smith."
Early in 1960 he was placed
with a couple already caring
for one fosrer child. Then
came more homes and a
couple of stretches in public
orphanages.
He was placed last Sep-
tember in his present foster
home, where his attorneys say
he is "reasonably content."
In Oakland, Alameda
County officials refused to
Jobs. .
comment on specifics of the
case, but.. Librado Perez,
director of the Social Services
Agency, said:
"Regardless of the outcome,
we are re-examining our
operation to determine
whether improvements can be
made or if preventive steps
can be taken."
'Continued from Page 1
traditional types . of
manufacturing during the
past 20 years, the report said.
Remember those are
apparel, lumber, furniture'
and other older type in-
dustries," Mrs. 'tare' said.
At the same time, however,
there was nearly a 500 per cent
increase in 'new-type"
manufacturing employment
during the same period."
The southwest' Kentucky
region was the only area
.showing an increase, in real
personal income from
agriculture, • the reported
pointed out. Agriculture in-
come was reported up 50 per
cent in the face of a 55 per cent
decline in farm employment.
"We also had the highest per
capita income of any of the
study areas," Mrs. Harris
said. The per capita income of
the southwest Kentucky
region was $4,109. Next
highest was the Chattanooga-
Murray
also par-
ticipated in a panel discussion
which followed Mrs. Barels'
address.
- Dr. Ray Mofield, president
of the ; Purchase-Pennyrile
District Agency Committee,
presided over the meeting.




Miss., was formed by an in-
terstate compact in 1958.
Members of the compact are
Alabama, Mississippi, Ten-
nessee, Florida and Kentucky.
The authority has 6. 30-
member board of directors
,from the five states. The
Kentucky members are Gov.
Julian Carroll, Z. C. Enix of
Murray, Alex Chamberlain,
Louisville, Ed Paxton,
Paducah, John Hay, Cadiz,




Earnest Collins, the ad-
ministrator of Wade's meager
estate. "The monkey was his
best friend, his companion."
Wade actually lived on
Collins' land, but "he didn't
die broke," Collins said
Monday.
"He had $1,600 in his shirt
pocket and $87 in his pants
when we found him," Collins
said. "He probably had a
couple of hundred in a
breadbox, and the stuff in his
house will probably bring
about $1,200."
The funeral cost about $700,
Collins said.
"I talked to him just last
week, just a few days before
he died," Collins siid. "I
asked him what he wgrited to
do with the money, and he
wanted to give it to me. I told
him I didn't want it."
Collins said he suggested
that Wade leave the money to
a local charity and that the
"old man" readily agreed.
"He didn't owe me
anything, so I said he should
give it away for something
worthwhile," said Collins, who
has his own business. "He was
near death the last time I saw
him, and I told him he was
dying. I tried to get him to the
hOSPiial, but he said he knew
he was dying."
Collins said Wade's money
will be given to a home for
exceptional children and that
-he liked that idea."
Wade was a loner, who lived
in a tent, then in an old car
until Collins built a cabin on
his property several years
ago.
"He was that kind of fellow
that wanted to be left alone
and didn't ask a lot of others,





Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, corp, of
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Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co. are as follows
Industrial Avg
Airco . Mt. .5.
Amer. Motors ... 3'. unc
Ashland Ot1
AT&T. Ws 4 ki
Ford . . 16-5.
Gen. Dynamics 51% • I
Gm Motors 04' + '.
- Giodrial 244. •*.
Gulf Oil  215'. •'.
Pennwalt 714 • 4
Quaker Oats 23% um
Republic Steel 31 • ,i
Singer 17". um
TaPPan. 84. .1.,
Western Union 184. • ".
Zenith 384. •
*MT
‘14.41I5E WEDNESDAY ONL VI
•'*/ /\/\./\
SENSATIONAL BUY! REG.S1.99 to $2.99 YD.(
PRINTED
SPORTSWEAR
• lop & Panieettahl Spottsweat
• Famous "Marcus" Brushed Prints
• All Fut( bolts, 45". wide
• All the newest F '76 Prints
%1101/CE
°LE WM'
204 W Washington PARIS, TN
II
II
•••••• •••ZI magma aro.= m•ai ale= •Ve."'
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Or Hard To Manage Hair
Or Extra Body Building
For Fine, Thin or Limp Hair
The Protien-Enriched









Value $ 1 48
Low Price
Save 97' On This Purchase Plus 20' on Your Next Pur-



























Save 37' Save 60'
Bel-Air Phone 90pAemn-D9apilmy
Shopping
Center 753-8304 1-6 Sunday
; :
Masormila
(FIT E It S














2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair at Reg. Price, Get A Second Pair Free!
This offer includes Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes!! You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family.
510 Main Street
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Led_tt, r & Times Sports Editor
When the head chef tells you
he's got good homemade soup,
you don't have to taste it to
know. You can just ten by the
mg: edients its going to be
Chef Fred Overton told
everyone lie was going to have
a fine basketuall team. And
Iii7ugh he fans who turned out
Monday night to watch
Murry Sale play ,he
Venezuela Nationals didn't get
0 see much competition from
he other club, you just knew
Chef Overton wasn't kiddink
because of those ingredients.
Alas, the cry of warning to,
other teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference:_ the soup is on in
Murray.
Grant it, Venezuela came
here . to learn more about
basketball. They went away
f r."111' _ 41r =.SPQTA.,,_ .Arena
Monday with a 97-38 loss,
perhaps leaYning more about
how it feels to be humiliated.
, han they learned about
playing basketball.
I, would be very safe to say
Murray will not face a weaker
team all season. But, it would
be unfair to say that is why the
Racers looked tough.
Murray looked tough
because they had some tough
players.
—Jumping John Randall
dazzled the crowd with his
brilliant play. The 6-8 Randall,
smooth as silk on offense and
defense, played razzle-dazzle
with the ball, once :bringing
the crowd to its feet with a
reverse slam-dunk and
several times drawing big
ovations for super assists.
—Mike Muff, a 6-6
workhorse was not over-,
powering, just steady with his
shooting, defense and
rebounding. He finished with
17 points, one less than
Randall's game-high total of
18.
—Grover Woolard, r the 6-8
guard and the "old man" of
the club. A fout-year starter,
Woolard showed his fine
shooting as he hit six of six and
fiqsheri with 12 , points. More
impressive, he had eight
assists in the contest and also
had a slam-dunk.
—Jimmy Warren, a 6-2
' guard who was second team
junior college All-American
last year at Lawson State in
Oklahoma, gave the Racrs
expertise floor leadership and
had nine points in the contest.
—Danny Jarrett, a 6-11
junior center, scored only two
points but displayed fine speed
on his lateral movements on
defense and had a game-high
nine rebounds.
Those were the starters for
Overton. All in all, they played
perhaps half the game.
There were others besides
the starters who showed
shades of brilliance:
—Donnell Wilson, a 6-4
leaper who was a junior
• college teammate of Warren,
played a superb game. He
scored 12 points, not missing a
.- single field goal attempt. ,
—Zech Blasingame, a 6-4
senior who started last year,
came off the bench to score 10.
—Freshman guard Lenny
Barber, a 5-9 speedster, had
several fine assists and played
very well on defense.
-Defense was the thing I
was really impressed with,"
GENERAL
BERLIN — Kornelia Ender
of East Germany, one of the
• greatest female swimmers of
all time, announced her
retirement from the sport,
four months after winning
four gold medals and one
silver medal at the 1976
' Olympics.
Overton said.
When you play defense like
we played, a lot of good things
are going to happen. And we
had patience on offense. One
of the keys to winning on the
road in the OVC is having
patience on offense.
"As far as individuals,
Randall is just of super talent.
If he plays in the offense and
doesn't force it, he's a 6-8 jet.
Muff is of super talent too.
There are so many things you
can do with people like he and
Randall.
"Wilson is a fantastic
leaper. When he wants to play,
he's super. We're just going to
have to keep him motivated,"
Overton said.
Just 18 seconds into the
game, Woolard swished an 18-
foot jumper to put Murray
ahead 2-0.
Muff went on a rampage and
hit. fot seven consecusive
points before Randall scored a
layin at the 17:32 mark and the
Racers were off and running
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Salisereets whit hove mom
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Alleaday-Fridey or
by 3:30 p.m. en Satardays
are urged to call 753-1016
betimes 5:30 p.m. mod 6
p.m., Meaday-triesy, sr
330 p.m. mid 4p... &Ow
drys, to mow, delivery of
the newspaper. Calls mast
be pieced by 6 p.m. week-
days or 4 p.m. Satyr** to
guarantee delivery.
with an 11-0 lead.
By the time Randall hit the
firs slant-dunk of the season,
Murray led 22-4.
Over ton started running
people in and out of the lineup
midway through the first half.
The pace slowed down
somewhat but still by in-
termission, the Racers held a
comfortable 41-21 lead.
The starting five came back
out for the second half and
made it quick work. Randall
hit an eight-footer, Muff
scored from inside, Warren hit
a 20-footer then Randall and
Jarrett sacked back-to-back
baskets and it was a 51-21
contest.
The first 40-point lead came
at the 11:29 mark when
Donnell Wilson scored for a 69-
29 Racer bulge.
Tom Leffler; a 6-4
sophomore forward, scored a
la_yup. with 5:49 left to put the
Racers' lead at over 50,82-31.
The margin reached 61
when Mike Brown scored a
JUMPING JOHN—Sophomore forward John Ronal! goes
through the lone and lays the boll up and in for two of his
game-high 18 points in the Rimers' 97-38 win Monday night.
Under the basket is Mike Muff (40) of the Rimers.
layup with 27 seconds left to
make it 97-36.
The Racers will have one
more week of hard practice
then leave Thanksgiving
morning to spend Turkey Day
in New Orleans where on Nov.
26, the Racers meeP I-SU-New
Orleans in the Tipoff Tour-
nament. •
The first home game will be




Silvera 62 0.0 2 2 0
Diadezzio 3-5 0-0 0 1 6
Tower 2 6
Bombart ' 1-6 14 2 0 3
Coinninlus 2-12 60 3 5 4
Mepa 1-1 0-0 0 1 2
toilet 2-4 0-0 2 1 4
Valera 5-7 0-1 6 4 10
Garcig 0-2 60 0 0 0
Lmaries 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Brahovac 61 3-6 -4 1 3




Randall 9-14 0-0 3 3
Muff 8-11 1-1 5 1
Jarrett _ 15 0-1 9 2
Woolard -6:6 60 6
Warren 4- 4 1-1 0 0
Wilson 6-6 0-1 4 3
Barber 0-3 1-2 2 0
Blasuigaine 4-5 2-3 3 0
Holman 1-2 0-0 1 1
Willett 1-2 1-2 3 1
Leffler 1-2 2-2 1 3
Wade 0-3 0-0 0 0
Hill 1-4 0-0 1 0
Brown 2-2 1-1 2 1
Jackson 0-0 0-0 0 0
Rogers 60 0-0 0 0-


















DONNELL FOR TWO—Justior forward Donnell Wilson, a 6-4
jumping jack, goes up for two points. Wilson, a native of Bir-
mingham, Ala., scored 12 points and played an outstanding
game.
(Stuff Now by M. Inowin)
Pitt Still Holding Sizeable
Lead In College Grid Ratings
By HERSCHEL NISSENSQN
AP Sports Writer
The University of Pitt-
sburgh's still-comfortable
lead over UCLA was narrowed
slightly in The Associated




Texas Tech retained the 3-4-5
spots, while Georgia climbed
into a sixth-place tie vtith
Maryland, Oklahoma
returned to the Top Ten after a
four-week absence and un-
beaten Rutgers cracked the
Top Twenty for the first time
this season.
Pitt ran 'its record to 10-0
with a 24-16 triumph over West
Virginia last Saturday. The
Panthers received 44 first-
place votes and 1,206 of a
possible 1,260 points frtm a
nationwide panel of 63 sports
writers and broadcasters.
UCLA, a 45-14 winner over
Oregon State, got 13 first-
place ballots and 1,093 points.
Pitt's margin last week was
1,226-1,093 and UCLA also
sliced Pitt's edge in first-place
votes from 49-7 to 44-13.
Southern 'Cal, which beat
Washington 20-3, received one
first-place mention and 866
k.... MURRAY LEDGER td TIMES 
Proposal To Cut Number Of
Division One Schools Studied
CHICAGO (AP) — A
proposal to reduce Division I
membership in the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association by nearly 100
schools will be considered at
the body's national convention
in January, NCAA officials
say.
The NCAA proposed
Monday to reduce Division I
membership from the current
247 institutions to ap-
proximately 150, where
football is the major sport.
The plan will be submitted
to the NCAA Convention in
Miami Beach in January and
would drop schools with lesser
football programs from
Division - I status. But such
schools still would be able to
compete oritlivision I levels in
other sports such as basket-
ball.
Sotne institutions would be
able to compete in Division I
in certain sports, then channel
other programs into either
Division II or III depending on
their respective strengths.
"We left-feeling quite good
in regard to the proposal and
we will present it to the
national convention," said J.
Neils Thompson, chairman of
the meeting and faculty
representative from the
University of Texas.
Under the present program,
some Divison I members are
not on a competitive level in
all sports but for fear of losing
their Division I status they are
forced t schedule other sports
which prove to be a financial
burden.
At present, to be in Division
I with its basketball program,
a member must place all of its
programs in Division I
althoughts football program
would be a iesser, level of
Divisions II or III.
Any member of Divisions II
or HI could designate from
one to three sports'other than
football lobe in Division I. .
TRACK AND FIELD
NEW YORK — Curt Alitz if
Army captured the sixth
annual IC4A cross country





eliminated Mike Estep of
Dallas 6-1, 6-3 and advanced to
the second-round of a 8125.000
Grand Prix tournament.
MANILA — Steve Krulewti z
defeated fellow American Joel
Bailey 6-2, 6-0 in ithe opening
round of the $75,000 Philippine
Grand Prix . tennis cham-
pionship.
•
points, while Michigan, the
N. 1 team for most of the
season until a loss le Purdue
st,•ri weeks ago, rebounded to
beat Illinois 38-7 and was
accorded two first-place votes
and 834 points:
Texas Tech, one of the
nation's four unbeaten teams
along with Pitt, Maryland and
Rutgers, walloped Southern
Methodist 34-7 and received
One first-place vote and 786
points. The other two first-
places went to Maryland and
Texas A&M, No. 11 in the new
rankings.
Georgia, seventh last week,
caught Maryland for a sixth-
place deadlock at 663 points
with , a 28-0 trouncing of
Auburn, while the Terrapins
blanked Clemson 20-0.
Ohio State, a 9-3 winner over
Minnesota, held the Nt-,. 8
position, but idle Houston
jumped from 12th to ninth and
Oklahoma's defending two-
time national champions rose
Pro Football
Standings
from 14th to 10th, downing
Missouri 27-20. •
Nebraska and Alabama
were 9-10 last week, but the
Cornhuskers lost to Iowa State
37-22, while the Crimson Tide
bowed to Notre Dame 21-18.
The Second Ten consists of
Texas A&M 16th a week ago
but a 31-10 winner over
Arkansas — followed by
Nebraska, Notre Dame, Iowa
State, Colorado, Oklahoma
State, Penn State and
Alabama, with Missouri and
Rutgers tied for 19th.
Last week's Second Ten was,,
Missouri, Houston, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Florida, Texas
A&M, Oklahoma State, Notre
Dame, Colorado and South
Carolina,
Iowa State, one of six teams
from the Big Eight Conference
in the latest Top Twenty, had
been ranked only once before
this season, but the surprising
8-2 Cyclones have the best
overall record in the league
following their triumph over
Nebraska.




W L T Pct. PF PA
t3alt 8 2 0 .800392 170
N Eng 7 3 0 .700'242 178
Miami 5 5 0 .500 182 174
NY Jets 3 7 0 .300 110 233
Buff 2 8 0 .20017y199
Central Division
Cinci 8 2 0 .8002i3 141
Pitts 6 4 0 .600 240 119
Cleve 6 4 0 .600 199 218
Hstn 4 6 0 .400 176 193
Western Division
Oakld 9 1 , 0 .900 216 194
Deny 6' 4 0 .600 242 125
S Diego 4 6 0 .400 176 208
K.C. 3 7 0 .300 188 298
Tpa Bay 010 0 .000 88 266
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
Dallas 9 1 0 .900 227 129
S Louis 8 2 0 .800 244 201
Wash . 6 4 0 .600 187 177
Phila '  3 7 0 .300 124 200
NY GIs • 1 9 0 .100 91 193
Central Division
Minn 8 1 1 .850 223 130
Chcgo 5 5 0 .500 179 157
Dtr t 4 6 0 .400 194 152
Gn Bay 4 6 0 .400 165 226
Western Division
L.A. 6 3 1 .650 216 156
S Fran 6 4 0 .600 213 131 ,
N Chins -3 7 0 .300 175 232
AtInta 3 7 0 .300 121 199
Stle 2 8 0 .200 169 289
Monday's Result
Dallas 17, .Buffalo 10
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at Tampa Bay
Dallas at Atlanta
Houston at Pittsburgh
New England at New York
Jets
Oakland at Philadelphia
San Diego at Buffalo
Chicago at Detroit
Cincinnati at Kansas city
Minnnesota vs. Green Bay at
Milwaukee
Los Angeles at San Francisco
New Orleans at Seattle -
New York Giants at Denver




But Keep On Winning
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS ( AP) — Wide
receiver Drew Pearson of the
Dallas Cowboys had just
caught nine passes for 135
yards, but he displayed a hang
dog look on the sidelines as the
final seconds ticked away in a
17-10 victory Monday night
over the Buffalo Bills.
"Boy, he's going to chew us
out this time," Pearson said to
a teammate. The other player
nodded.
"He" is Dallas Coach Tom
Landry, who has a 9-1 team
that is playing bad and
winning. In fact, the Cowboys
are off to their finest start in
their 16-year history in the
National Football League.
Pearson said later, "We are
professionals and if we don't
play up to our level then we
should expect t_o be chewed
out.".
He was told that Landry






Paradise Kennels 27 17
49StrOC8r,Wash  27 17
J.T. Todd Used Cars V ir -
Shoemaker Seed Co. 26 LS
Corvette Lanes 23 V
Snap-On-Tools 22 22
Crawford's Shell 21% 22%
Key Used Cars 21 23
Harpole's Grocery 21 23
Carlos Black Jr. Painting .. 17 27
Don's Auto Repair 16 X
D. & D. Body 15% 211%
High Team Game ( SC)
Astro Car Wash 590




Big Team Game HC)
Astro Car W 777
Astro Car Wash  771
Don's Auto Repair 7/0
High Team Series I
Astro Car Wash 
Crawford's Sehll 104
J.T. Todd Used cars 1600
High Team Series (NC)
J. T. Todd Used Cars . 2260
Astro Car Wash 2246
Snap-On-Tools 2197
High Ind. Game (SC)
Lois Smith x  219
Sondra Rice 201
Lots Smith 660




















Marie Clark  146
Joan Cooksey 146
Kathy Zea 144













Pearson answered with a
smile, "If he says he doesn't
chew us out — then he
doesn't."
Landry did not sound like
the Coy/boys were in for too
severe of a tongue-lashing.
Dallas is playing well
enough to lead St. Louis by one
game in the National Con-
ference Eastern Division. The
teams meet in a Thanksgiving
Day showdown at Texas
Stadium.
"It still all comes down to
that game," said Landry.
Dallas played good defense
but had an almost non-existent
rushing game. Virtually the
only offense was passes from
quarterback Roger Staubach
to his favorite receiver,
Pearson.
The duo clicked for 61 yards
in 13 seconds on two passes
just before the end of the first
half for the go-ahead touch-
down after Buffalo had tied
the score 7-7 on a 29-yard
touchdown pass from Gary
Marangi to Reuben Gant.
Dallas led briefly 7-0 in the
second quarter on Preston
Pearson's two-yard touch-
down run.
The payoff was a 21-yard
touchdown pass. from




Pearson added, "The coach
has to do something to get us
fired up so he'll probably
chew us out. We just haven't
played to our potential."
Buffalo offensive guard
Reggie McKenzie said, "I
think Dallas can get back to
the Super Bowl, but it's going
tough. They are going to
have t by some tough
teams. The ere there last












• OFFSET • COPE RS • F Lu.0 • MIMEO
GRA,.
• COLLATORS • PLATE MAKERS
• FOLDERS
A COMPLETE LINE OF PAPERS
AND SUPPLIES
SALES AND SERVICE
NEIN AND USED EQUIPMENT











Dinner Box for only $ 1.49
3 Pieces of Chicken
Potatoes & Gravy




FOR 3UICKER SERVICE ON LARGE ORDERS CALL
Murray Mayfield
753-7181 • 247-6443










's favorite target at Eastern, It
in front ja the pass receiving
Mprehead's Phil STITIMS still
leads in passing with an
' average of 10.1 completions
per. game. He has hit 101 of 219
passes for 1,132 yards and
- three touchdowns with 10
" interceptions.
House holds down the
runnerup spot in passing along
with Randy Christophel of
Austin Peay, each with an
average of 9.3 completions per
TO OPEN SEASON—The Calloway County girls' team will epee Hoar season Thursday night in Jeffrey Gymnasium against
Reidland. Members of the teem are top row, left to right, Judy Kendall, manager, Patricia McKenzie, Marilyn McKenzie, Kim
Willie, Mina Todd, Stephanie Wyatt, Felicia Pinner, Melissa Miler, Dawn Redden and Coach Marianne Davis. Front row, Sheila
McKenzie, Mimi Winchester, Mary Wagoner, Renee Overbey, Susie Imes, Penny Overbey, Rose Ross, Monty Wilson and Debbie
Sanders,̂inanoger.




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — game.
This week's Ohio Valley Mike Moore of Middle
Conference football statistics Tennessee is the OVC's
show no significant changes leading rusher with an
from last week's, as Eastern average of 105.2 yards a game
Kentucky's Ernie House while Jimmy Woods of.
----,sontinues to lead the con- Western itenlucky is
&Peace in total offense. averaging 83.4 and Everett
The Colonels were idle this Talbert of Eastern Kentucky
past weekeht--liht none of the owns an 83.4-yard average.
players who werebaction got Elmo Boyd, House's
anywhere close to
average of 141.6 yards pe
game in both rushing and dèpartilSènt, averaging 4.6
catchei-sAame while Austin
Peay's Ron 13a4ley has a 3.9
average and Craig, Rolle of
Tennessee Tech is averaging
3.3. -
Greg Wilson of East
Tennessee tops the kickoff
passing.
In fact, none of the in-
dividual leaders in ..the OVC
statistics issued from the
league's headquarters here
was dethroned this week and
only a few categories changed
in the second spot. • - - —returners by averaging 31.7
yards on 13 tries while Bruce
Walker of Murray has a 30.3-
yard average in 21 attempts.
On punt returns, Don
Derrick of Austin peay leads
with an 11.3-yard average with
Tech's Rolle right bend him
at 10.2.
When it comes to kicking the
ball, Don Barciin of Morehead,
with an average of 43.2 yards
per punt, has a two-yard lead
over Walt Herod of Western
Kentucky. Both Randy
Saunders of Middle Tennessee
and Wes Ferguson of Murray
also are averaging better than
40 yards a try.
- Defensively, Bob Bible of
Austin Peay retained his
leadership in tackles and
assists— with 82 and 47,
respectively, while BM
Madon of Western Kentucky
still is second with 79 and 55.
Tony Towns Of Western
picked up two more tackles for
losses Saturday LO run his total
to 17, one more than Reginald
Hayden of Western, who had
_three on the same afternoon.
Tennessee Tech, with its 7-3
record, -still is the best of-
fensive learn _in the con-
ference, averaging-34.9 yards
and 24.3 points a game.
Eastern Kentucky is
averaging 353.1 yards and 22.7
points.
Eastern, now 7-2 in all
games and 5-1 in the OVC,
leads defensively, allowing
just 220.4 yards and 12.8 points
a game to second place Austin
Peay's 268.7 yards and 5
points a game.
TIGERS HONORED—The Murray High Tigers had seven senior football players honored at the
Morgan Sisk Memorial Dinner Monday night. The seven are, from left to right, David Kennedy,
Eddie Rollins, Lindsey Hudspeth, Randy Our, Andy Ryon, Timmy Garland and Donnie Winchester.
Standing with the Tigers is o long-time supporter of local athletics, Ronald Churchill.
(Stuff Mieres by Maus Ilkendow)
Memorial Dinner Held
For Dr. Sisk Monday
A crowd of about 70 people were on hand for."
at the Carman Livestock Pavilion Monday Sisk, a biology professor at Murray State,
night for a dove dinner in honor of the late was killed in a one-vehicle crash last June.
Dr. Morgan Sisk. "Not only was he an active Big M Club
Included in the audience were invited member and a sports fan, but he was a great
guests John Hina, coach of the Murray High „teacher and active in student life. He loved
young people. He was interested in each
student. People weren't numbers to him, he
knew each student by name and they were
very important people to him," Stout said.
Stout said a panel of Big M Club members
and football roaches at Murray State would
vote on the winner of the Morgan Sisk
Memorial Trophy each spring.
"It will be sort of a 110, per cent-type
award that anyone on the team can win,
whether they are a freshman or a senior,"
Stout added.
Tigers, and seven of his senior football
players. Those seven included Andy Ryan,
Lindsey Hudspeth, David Kennedy, Eddie
Rollins, Randy Orr, Donnie Winchester and
Timmy Garland.
"The proceeds from this dinner will put us
over the hump for a fund for Dr. Sisk," Big
M Club president Dick Stout said.
Each year at the spring sports banquet,
a perpetual trophy will be awarded to the
Murray State football player who best
represents the things Morgan Sisk stood






Rib Shack 21 12
Corvette pules 36 14
Its Limes 24 16
Flunkies . .  23 17
D-H . "-%."%. n 18
Superstars .... ... . 21)1 Hitt
Bowlers . ,-., . , .--.'.84.-  10
Gene's Body Slop . .. . .... 17 23
Urtouchables .    16 24
Head Pins  IS 25
Dyn-O-Mites  13's 36L1
Lucky Strtkers . . .  13 27
High Team Game (SC1
Corvette Lanes ' 704
Super Stars 891
Rib Shack 683
High Team Game IBC i
Super Stars 818
Lucky Strikers 836
Rib Shack , 800
tbgh Team Series i SC i
Corvette Lanes  1958
Tin Luzies  1957
Bowlers 1916




High Ind„.Ganie 1SC i
Men
George Hodge 218
Ron Pace   208
Dan Jaws 
Women
Vickey StaNW   183
Connie Angle   180
Debbie C.olenan 179









Vickey Stainfill  218
High Ind. Senes SC
Men
Ron Pace .... .
George Hodge
ban Janes ..... . . .
Women
Vickey Stanfill   443
Lois Smith . vi3
Connie Angle  462




Dan Jones ... 610
Women
Donna Gammon 001




Virgil Setser  18.5
Dan Jones. 145
Carl Ellis  180
George Hodge  176
Lyman Dixon  176
Ron Pace .  176
Women
Wanda Brovm  165
Pat Scott 163
Lois Smith  160
Elaine Pittenger 155
Debbie Coleman  153





Sweet 14 14 16 4-48
East 1 6 2 8-17
Sweat 48) —Barrow 12, Alderson 12.
Doreflinger 12, Miller 2 and Colson.
Southwest record now 14.
East (17) — Overbey 13, Key 4,D Un-
derhill, Mote and P. Underhill. East
record now 0-1.
NOW Condo OK
S'west 8 8 6 8-30
East 8 2 0-18
Southwest (30) — Stanley 12, Miller 10,
Gibson, Capps 8 and Olive. Sweat record
now 1-2.
East (1$) — Charletan 12, Burkeen 4,
Atkins 2, Morris and Snyder East
record now 0-2.
Not Backed Down
TORONTO (AP) — Bir-
mingham Bulls owner John
Bassett of Toronto has not
backed down from his threat
to fine his team a game's pay
for losing a World Hockey
Association game Saturday
night.
Bass tt told the players if
they lost the game against the
Edmonton Oilers, he would
give-a free ticket to all fans in
the stands for the team's next
game and the players would
have to play for nothing.
"The next pay day is Nov.
30." Basset.' said. "That's
when the money will be
missing. The players will have
to cross the bridge when they
come to it Nov. 30. I don't
know what they're going to do.
They might all walk out on
The Bulls, formerly the
Toronto Toros, have won jive
games this season, lost 13 and
tied one. Nine of the losses
have been by one goal each




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Marianne Davis has somel'
problems. But they aren't the
kind of problems she's going
14 lose sleep over, to say the
least,
In fact, just about every
basketball coach in the world
would like to have her
problem. Her problem is
simply she does not know who
will be her starting five and
the first game is set for
Thursday night at that.
The reason she doesn't know
her starting five is because
her Calloway County Lakers
have so much depth. Davis is
hoping that depth will work to
the Laker advantage Thur-
sday when Calloway opens its
campaign by hosting Reidland
in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The girls' game will be
played at approximately 7:30
p. iii., following the freshman
boys' game which _begins At
6:30 p. m.
Last season,khe Laker girls
rolled up a 10-7 recored before
being eliminated 55-53 in the
District Tournament by
Marshall County.
Four starters return from
that club.
There are four candidates
all in the running for two.
forward spots. They include
seniors Marilyn and Tricia
McKenzie, both of whom
started last year, and
FOOTBALL
TORONTO — Anthony
Davis, the Toronto Argonauts'
controversial $1 million
running back, purchased his
contract from the Canadian
Football League with an eye
toiTr-d-playing in the NatiOtiat
Football League.
sophomore Dawn Redden
along with freshman Mina
Todd.
Both the McKenzie girls
stand at 5-7 and both are
outstanding shooters. But
perhaps the biggest surprise
has been the play of Todd, a 5-
9 freshman.
"Todd is an all-around good
player. She rebounds and
jumps well. She played about
four minutes in the jamboree
at Carlisle County and got five
rebounds," Coach Davis said.
Redden, who is 5-5, is
playing for her first season.
-She's a fine young player
and has pretty good size. She's
very aggressive and has just
started to hit her shots well in
practice," Davis added.
'Our forwards are all pretty
good shooters, it's just that
sometimes they rush their
shots a little. We need to have
a little better shot Selection,"
Davis added.
Depth is the word to sum up
the guard positions. .
Four players are in the
running for the two starting
berths. They include junior
Susie Imes along with
sophomores Mimi Winchester,
Rose Ross and Renee Over-
bey. Freshman Penny
Overbey is also expected to
play a lot of ball.
"It just depends on practice
this week. Right now, I really
don't know who is going to
start for us. Penny Overby is
just a ninth grader and she's
only 5-0 but she'll really
surprise you.
'All in all, we look to be
pretty quick at the guard
positions. Our guards move
the team well. We don't have
one guard who is a real leader.
Their only problems are they




















































plus they are very emotional;
they have a tendency to let
things get under their skin,"
Coach Davis said.
At center, the Lakers are'
loaded with talent. Sophomore
Stephanie Wyatt, who is 5-10,
and 5-8 junior Felicia Pinner
will be splitting duties.
-Wyatt is agile and









W L Pct. GB
Philphia 7 4 .636 —
Buffalo 7 4 .636
Boston 6 5 .545 1
NY Knits 7 6 .538 1
NY Nets 5 8 ..385 3
_Ceatral Division
Cleve 11 2 , .846 -
N Orins 7 '5 .583 3'2
Houston 6 5 .545 4
S Anton 6 6 .500 412
Atlanta 5 7 .417 5I2




Detroit 8 6 .571, 3
Kan City 6 7 .462 4,7
Indiana 4 9 .308 6'7
Chicago 2 8 .200 7
Milwkee 3 11 .214 8
Pacific Division
Portland 7 3 .700
Seattle 7 6 .538 1'2
Los 'Angeles 5 7 _417 3
Goldn St 4- 6 .400 3




Atlanta at New York Knicks
Portland at New Orleans
Buffalo at San - Antonio
Milwaukee vs. Kansas City at
Omaha





• New York Knicks at Wash-
ington
New Orleans, at Detroit
New York Nets at Denver
Milwaukee at Phoenix
Cleveland at Seattle
And if those two need help,
then 5-9 freshman Kim Willie
will be there to add size and
aggressiveness.
"You might very well see us
playing three centers in the
game at the same time, if the
situation perniits it," Coach
Davis said.
"One thing about this team;
everyone is going to play. We
hope to run, press and be able
to run fresh people in and out.
We don't have one superstar.
"So far, we've got a great
attitude, the kids all want to
win and they want to , win
together," Davis added.
Though they were not rated
among the top 10 teams in the
Region in the poll of coaches
that was announced Sunday,
the Laker girls could surprise
plenty of people.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
Nov 12 Ballard
Nev. 79 Fulton Po
Dec. 2 at Lone Oak
Dec. 9 at Mayfield
Dec. 16-11 Laker Inv it
Jan 13 Trigg County
Jan. 14 at luwes
Jan IS Marshall Co
Jan 27 at Trigg Co
Jan '29 Murray at MSC
Feb. I at Fulton Co
Feb. 5 at Tilghman
Feb. 10 St Mary
Feb. 14 Mayfield
Feb 11 Murray

























Hickory Smoked Pit Bar-B-Que
Ribs • Chicken • Beef • Pork
Serving





*Special luncheons Each Day
•Bar-B-Que by the pound
•Homemade Bread, Biscuits
Rolls, Cornbread, Loaf Bread
MI Ivpe Cart-O 
Service
Ca Ahead: 
153-0303 Hope to See You Soon!
Hillman Lyons, Owner
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Calloway County Soil Improvement Association
proudly announces a new service to Calloway County farmers!
A NEW DRY FERTILIZER STORAGE AND MIXING PLANT!
The new facility and a new railroad
spur is now under construction at
4
Jerry Chambers crew doing the excavation
the end of East Sycamore, extended
and the railroad in South Murray.
The building will house seven giant
bins each holding 160 tons of dry
fertilizer. Fertilizer can be blended
to each farmers specification. Frank
Kirks will do the spreading for the
cooperative. The service expects to
be available February 1st, 1977.
Steve Larkins, general manager, left and
-Oatman Cahoon, board member of the
cooperative, right, look over the plans for
the new vacuity with builder Hillman Coles.
Charles Hutchens, forman checks the depth gauge
Hillman Coles Construction Co.
Murray, Kentucky Telephone 753-3897
I







rican I nstitute of Consumer Opinion
Extensive taste testing shows Merit delivers
flavor of cigarettes having 60% more tat
The bottom line was conclusive:
• In a series of taste tests conducted
for MERIT by the American
Institute of Consumer
Opinion, smokers from
across the country judged
MERIT to have more flavor
than five leading low tar
cigarette brands.
What's really startling
and of major importance
to all smokers—is that
MERIT has less tar than
these five brands.
Prnl.p Morrir Inc 1976
9 mg: 'tar," 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC Method
•
Warning: The Sogeon General Has ,Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
Less tar. Yet more taste.
That's the report on a remarkable
new taste process called
'Enriched Flavor: A way to
pack extra flavor into tobacco
without the usual corre-
sponding increase-in tar.
You've been smokinglow
tar, good taste'' claims long
enough. Now smoke the
cigarette. MERIT.
Unprecedented smoking
pleasure at only 9 mg. thr.
MERITand MERIT MeENTHOL
I, HP N.,. 1 +.2,
or
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35 Father Or glass
mother 41 Solar disk
36 Kind of 12 CridiC011t
nlatertal 43 At this place
38 Symbol tor 41 Girls nam•
tantalum 15 Antlered
39 Discharged animal
a gun 48 Employ
40 Sheet of

















37 a"•t:Vitlia42 41 44 45
46 sE547 48 Mil
50 S51 II dioi 57
A.
N.tr Ire Untied F. lure .4 r. InC.
PEANUTS
NANCY
7!-4E4. RE NOT HIS ,EAVE5..












HERRMANN'S ORIGINAL ROYAL LIPILZAN STALLIONS OF AUSTRIA - Harry Herr-
mann executing a capriole, one of the (Airs Above the Ground) on the great Lipizzan
Stallion, Flying Falcon. Flying Falcon is one of the rare gifted stallions for which the
Lipizzan breed was created. He executes the great leaps into the air with classic
beauty. The Lipizzaners, a Herrmann family tradition for eight generations will arrive in
Murray on Nov. 30, 1976. The two-hour equine extravaganza featuring their famous
Lipizzan Stallions will also include Andalusians, Arabians, and even an American Ap-
paloosa. The performance will commence at 7:30 p. m. at Mortar State University, Ex-
po Center. _
Survey Begun Of Mercury
Levels In Dentists' Offices
FRANKFORT, Ky. r AP) -
The Kentucky Department of
Labor has tested about 100
dentists' offices for mercury
vapor and has found "10 or 15"

























HE HQUL TELL. THEM -r
AT THE 5)-iEt.J. FACTOR,/
-FO' HEvviNS 5AKE,AHI-1_
GO ALONG \A/F. yO" Am/
CAPTURE IT MAH,ELFrr-
Dr. J. Bradford Block said
Monday that about 100 more
dentists have asked to have
their offices checked with the
-department's two mercury
vapor detectors, or "sniffers."
He urged the rest of the
state's approximately 1,300
dentists to contact their dental
associations or his office to
arrange for a free visit by
sniffer-equipped officials.
BloeX said the testing began
about a month- ago after
dentists were reminded of the
dangers of mercury vapor in
art -issue of he Journal of the -
American Dental Association.
He said concern was
heightened after the discovery
of high levels of mercury in an
autopsy on the body of a
Kentucky dentist who died of
other causes.
Block said the name of that
dentist was not being
released. "We don't have the
family's permission," he said.
Mercury is used in
compounds for tooth fillings,
Block said, and when it is
mixed and made into a filling
it is harmless.
But he said the pure mer-
cury is occasionally spilled,
and is very difficult to clean
up.
It is the vapor from the pure
mercury that concerns the
Department of Labor, Block
said.
Since patients don't spend
enough time in dentists' of-
fices to be affected by the
vapor, he said, "we are
gearing our surveys toward
those who may be exposed to
mercury day in and day out ...
dentists and their employes."
He said a high accumulation
of mercury in the body can
cause impairment of the -
nervous system, with sym-
ptoms that may include
tremors, speech disorders and
hyperactivity.
Block said that dentists
whose offices had high levels
of mercury vapor were given
"an information packet that





"Some of them even
changed their carpets," Block
said, explaining that mercury
is difficult to remove from a
thick carpet.
Oihers, he said, have
replaced cracked floor tiles
that provided a lodging place
for the elusive quicksilver.
Mercury poisoning is not a
new problem, Block said.
It was once an occupational
disease of hat makers, who
used the substance in the
manufacture of felt.
"That's where 'mad as a
hatter' came from," Block
said.
MOSQUITO'S SEX
NEW YORK tAP) - If
you've ever .wondered .how to
tell the sex of a mosquito, just
listen.
The hum or 'buzz" a mos-
quito makes as it flies is ac-
tually the sound of its wings
beating. A female's wings
make a higher tone. than the
male's, according toWorld
Book Encyclopedia." The high-




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
,Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
- December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.












12t sad 4, °Oar
JOHN BAKER and Son













WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
•
WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in
any sizes you wish. Very
little cost to you. Art-
























5. Lost And Found
LOST IN the Glendale,
Dogwood Drive, Peggy
Ann vicinity. Young,
friendly, small size, gold
light brown female dog.
Wearing a white flea
collar. Reward. Call 753-
7551.











3763 or write for a
confidential interview to
Frelin Enterprises, Box
69, Murray, Ky. 42071,
BABY SITTING in my














IF YOU ARE 18 or older,
have at least a high
sc1ool education, and
would love to become a
tanker, you might make
our team. For in-
formation call Mike
Mitchell 753-7753 8:00 a.
m.-5:00 p. m. National
Guard Belongs.
FIRE WOOD to ex-
perienced wood man for





S.W. Ky. and N.W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekl-














































home or sit with elderly
patients. References
furnished. Experience
in both child care and









forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 753-
9284.




WANT TO BUY one acre
- or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
OLD CCiMTC BOOKS.
Marvel and DC only.
One year or older. Call
437-4349. '
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
Call 753-6692 or 489-2371.
_FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
"Reasonable. Pickup in
woods. Or delivery. Any
length. gall 753-2359.
ASPHALT blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co.. 104
Maple St.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
• Rent electric sham-




delivery. $17.00 per rick.
Call 753-8536.




















washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
- day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 5013..Maple





FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE D6 Caterpiller
diesel. Looks good, runs








25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on




NEW FORD tractors and
equipment are on sale
now at A & I Ford
, Supply in Paris. Parts
- and service for your
present Ford equip-
ment. We're out to save
you money so get our
prices before you buy or
trade. Highway 54 West.
Call 642-8544.
NEW WHITE farm
equipment is on sale as
never before. White
Motor Co. will pay you





September 1, 1977, tax
investment credit, early
depreciation. White
cash rebates all add up
to save you as much as
$16,000. For your best
combine, tractor or
planter deal see A & I
Ford Supply, Highway
54 West, in Paris, Term.
Drive a 4 wheel drive
White Tractor.
ONE 7,000 JOHN Deere, 4
row planter with seed
monitor. Call 753-3787.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two





18 h. p. Evinrude motor.
$500. Call 492-8345.
17 .PT. CRUMAN white
water canoe. Good
shape. $200. Call after 5,
753-7135.
14' ALUMINUM Starcraft
fishing boat with trailer
and 18 h. p. Evinrude
motor. Call 753-1698
after 3p.m.
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
22 NILs
PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the













and white T V. Hi Gain
CB radio with antenna.
Bar with built-in stereo
and light. 12 gauge
Remington pump, small
desk. 1954 Chevy 3,4 ton
pickup. Can be seen at
Hales Trailer court,.
Trailer No. 2 or call 753-
5980.
HAVE YOUR 8 x 10 color
portrait quickly copied.
Any size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.
Artcraft, 118 South 12,
753-0035.
24 Miscellaneous




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone I443-7323.
JERRY AND BETTY lost
their jobs, and now have
lost stereo. Take up
monthly payment of
only $14.44 a month on
their beautiful
Magnovox stereo. J and
B Music, 753-7575.
26 TV Radio
WILL SELL OR TRADE
cabinet stereo with tape
player and radio. For
good used piano, good
condition. Call 436-2516.
NEW HIGH GAIN CB still
in case. $95. Call 753-
4445.
1/ Mobile Home Sales
24 x 52 DOUBLE wide.
Three bedroom, 2 full
baths. Fully carpeted.
Underpinned. Unfur-








$423.00 op,-floored, ready loots. Owe surd ROA and 21
Istrildinps, venni sizes is stock at old prices. Ivy tits best
I" 6" CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-094
CLEARANCE
Used 15" Color TV 950"
Used 11/VI 13" TV   '79"
lf. Color Portable TV repossessed  '12"
Gibson 6siter $345 
J B Music - MAGNAVOX
Ches tnut St r Dor tolond Cont.') Murray
AVON













Ifert's the problem .. as
unsightly, dead tree stamp in
a lovely Imo effort, stem.
reser* meant days el
cheppieg, sawing sittivt Sr
blasting by as entire crew .
at treitenders expense.
New set the difference The
stymy n pee .. wily chips
remain The cavity has bees
fillet with girt and chins ..
ready ter seed or mid it's
fast, easy and miet.elI
acconipinhed 11 wheeler by
one man and any ..e ,l Nie
is., Otrilltif VOW, Cutters.
Bob Kemp - 435-4343
Steve Shaw - 753-9490
Call For Free Estimate
27 Mobile Home Sales






mobile 12 x 60, un-
furnished. Call 753-8695
or 753-8108.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
10 x 50, TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, one 'mile
from city. Water and
,garbage pickup fur-
nished, $85.00. Call 753-
5405 after 5:30 p.m.
31. Want To Rent
AGRICULTURAL
STUDENT and wife
seek house with land,
until June 78. Will
. maintenance and minor
repairs. Call 767-2749.

















36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,




Jersey cows for sale.
Four milking now and 4
due to calf in December.
Also have some nice
young dry Holstein cows
and 2 Ayrshire cows for
sale. Call 472-3572 in
Fulton.




From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.











Setter, 4 years old,
broke, two. registered





11 14 1-116H "TIME 10\1E Rif THE
CAMPA1G1.1 ISSUES BEH11.117 1)5,"
38 Pets Supplies
ONE MALE Pointer bird






puppy and one 4 year old
proven stud. Call 436-
5574.
BOSTON TERRIER. 10
weeks old. Wormed and






sired male at stud. Call
4354481.
43.Real Estate
SHOP 32'x44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air corn.
pressOr. Call 753-7370.
93 ACRE FARM lcaled in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used











you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office atwill Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want




DINNER in the formal
dining room of this 5
bedroom brick bi-level
home on lovely wooded
lot with central gas heat
and all the features of
comfortable living. Call
753-8080 Or come by 105
N. 12th.BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,





1. Person who is proficient on adding
machine/calculator and desires that type
work.
2. Person who is proficient with and
desires to work with computer print outs
and perform other office duties.
3. Person who is proficient in math and/or
statistics, and/or operations analysis who











well, 2 acres very fertile
pasture and garden
land, flock of laying
hens included. Near
BetWeen 'the
Lakes. Eight miles from
Paris Landing. Price
$17,500, $3,000.00 down.
J. H. Austin, Southland
Real Estate, Box 233,
Clarksville, Tenn. 1-615-




A ONE BEDROOM home
on Ky. 121 at Col& ater
House is on a large It
that could be used for
not only for living
purposes but also
possibly for a business.
The interior of the house
is in good condition. The
outside needs some
work. The lot is worth
the full price of the listed
price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505





thwest of Murray on one
acre lot. This home is
modern brick ranch
home with large brick
fireplace in living tooth,
large modern kitchen,
central heat and air, and
outside new block
storage building. Priced
very reasonably in mid
20's. Phone Kopperad
Realty, 753-1222 today
for an appointment to




beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family room.
Decorated by Interiors




and air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is




46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house ,with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5"4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
11  bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618:
THREE BEDROOM
formal dining room. 11'2
bath on 1 acre lot. Two
miles out on 641 South
price, $23,500. Also
adjoining lot, will sell.
Call 753-7867.
FOR ALL YOUR in-




from Post Office. •
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in -selling
your property..
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
ranch style home. Three






first good offer. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-4823.
REDUCED to $28,500.





brick home with 5 acres
under fence. One metal
barn, one 16 x 40 block
building. Located 4th
house on right on A. B.
I ASSi ter Road, shown
by appointment only.
Call 753-8500.
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1971 _DODGE POLARA
Custom. Very nice car.
Asking $1,075. This week
only. Call 436-2658.,
1975 POP UP top V.W.
van. 25 m.p.g. Super
sharp. Call 901-642-8371.
1973 BUICK Century.
Radio, runs and looks
excellent. Power




van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1975 DATSUN B-210. AM,
FM, tape and air. 15-,1300-




condition. 327, 4 speed.















1957 CHEVROLET 12 ton
pickup, extra nice. Call
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
1972 CHEVROLET
pickup, local Ky. truck,
real sharp. Gold and
white. Call 753-7393.
1970 PONTIAC LEMANS.
All power and air.
Excellent running
condition, $900 Call 753-
8216. •
1968 CHEVY PICKUP.
Straight shift with over
drive. Power steering
and power brakes. V-8.
$875. ('all;53-2290
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
III, 4 new tires, extra
nice. White with blue
vinyl ,roof., and blue
interior. $1095. Call 753-
9660, after 5, 753-8965. .
1973 CADILLAC -Fleet-






a muffler. Call 436-2634.




vinyl roof Good tire.
$600 ..all 489-2385.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 436-
2136 a`ter 4 p.m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51 Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.













home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing-





doors, paver tile and










Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting- -those small
plumbing  lobs done?
Then call 753-6614:
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and









Three bull dozers, to
serve you.. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
- and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, . appliances,
water pumps, water




hi me. preferably from
7-5 during day. Call 753-
9514.
WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage
pickup in county. Call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Afternoons call




30.00 to 100.00. Depen-
ding on size. Call 753-
2928. -
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
'fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569
WILL DO inside or out-





Freed Cotham Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.
51 Ser es Otft=reo
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE S'As1LES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for












WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and












Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
ELECTROLUX SALES,




PAINTING A N p
paperhanging by the
hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343
1 Services Offered




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
COLOR PORTRAIT
copied at very low cost
in all sizes. Artcraft, 118
South 12th, 753-0035.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass





0. ettwor "le el • yoursoir moillosd
eons carpets Cs
EASILY-
IS dewed portable down,
house dill ail the work
EFFECTMELY-
mow nowt and Yeomans
wit Wm down rho and




I friction el the coal
YOU SAVE UP TO
S2.5 00 Of PI 000311
Rent ler only $12.1)(1 a day
114,Air Dam Store






struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
BOOKKEEPER WANTED
'Experienced bookkeeper needed to'keep full
set Of double-entry books. Will be required to
keep accounts receivable and accounts payable
journals, prepare payroll, profit and loss
, statements and monthly balance sheets. Federal
tax reports must also be prepared on schedule. .
The person we seek must have a knowledge of
bookkeeping and past experience in a business
office would be helpful. Assistance in training
will be provided.
Resumes, giving marital status, past ex-
perience, education and references, should be
mailed in care of. P. 0. Box 32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071. The employer will contact applicants




25' diaciona4 Space-Savinq Console
Model 4512
SAVE '100 Only $5490*
Just '19.85 A Month
11.P 1
Model 0064
E irl, A,, , , 
rrestie bench optional
SAVE s100 Only $44900
Just '16.64 A Month
Nothing Down • No
Payment Until Jan. 77
Odyessey from 549" a up
B Music
Chests., St. Mersey, iv.
I.
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10 lbs. & up
Philidelphia Cream
. lb. 694 CHEESE 






























8 oz. 49 ORANGES .... Doz. in Bag 454























Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-23-76
OW I= 0 LA CP irs
Johnsons Coupon R10
JELLO .






' FROZEN FOODS '
Frosty Acres
COCONUT .... 6 oz.2/89"
,,osvi BROCCOLI SPEARS 8 oz.
Wes CAULIFLOWER 8 oz.
CUT CORN to oz.
BABY LIMAS 100z.







Del Monte Cut Green
BEANS 
Del Monte Pumpkin
I MIX 
Home
Grown
Lb.
Mix
Or
Match
3/$1N
16 oz. 394.•
394
0. 2/49'
29 oz 59'
Baker's
Chocolate
Chips
